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Getting Up Off
the Floor

E

J. E. Crossman

nglish saying: “A new broom sweeps clean
but an old one knows the corners.”
Before winter sets in, one of my outdoor jobs
is to wrap the cedar trees in burlap to prevent
the deer from treating them as an all-you-can-eat buffet. This requires climbing a ladder. This year, on the
way down, I missed the last rung and landed awkwardly, ripping my gluteus maximus and adductor magnus
muscles. Now, every time I get out of a chair or walk
uphill, these muscles scream. In my twenties, thirties or
even forties, a few pulled muscles in my butt and back
of leg would have involved a healing time of a week,
tops. Six weeks later, I’m still popping ibuprofen.
I am sure that everyone since the year dot has
struggled with what happens when the mind thinks it’s
thirty – well, forty-something – and the body acts its
age. Those of us of an advanced age are all running
scared. But this is my new reality and I own it. In my
mind I am forty-two. My body says otherwise.
My body has always been a paradox to me.
“A paradox, a paradox, A most ingenious paradox,” I
sing to myself from Gilbert and Sullivan’s Pirates of
Penzance. Right now, my lower half is telling me, as I
rub A535 into my sore muscles, that I’m past my sellby date. Seconds later I dab acne medication on my
face because steam from the hot tub I sat in to soothe
my strained muscles caused my oil glands to work
overtime. I have enough lotions and potions in my
bathroom to start up a pharmacy. Peppermint for my
feet, glycerin for my hands, barrier cream for when my
hands crack, balm for my lips and body moisturizer for
all the other bits that get sucked dry on a daily basis. I
only hope that in a sleepy moment I don’t mix up my
hair gel for toothpaste. No one claimed that life is fair,
and my body is living proof.
This past autumn I visited my sister, who lives
in southern Ontario. I needed to stretch my legs, so I
went for a walk. I passed an older woman (my definition of ‘older’ has now gravitated to eighty-plus) raking
leaves on her front lawn.
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“Are you new to the area?” she asked.
“No,” I replied. “Just visiting my sister.” I
pointed in the direction of her home.
“Oh, I wondered if there was a new senior living in the neighbourhood.”
WHAT! I looked around to make sure she
wasn’t talking to someone behind me. Senior? Me?
I sauntered home in a daze to tell my sister what had
happened. Instead of saying something comforting like,
“Maybe the sun was in her eyes,” or “She was probably going senile,” she raised her hands and said, “Welcome to old age.”
Thanks a bloody lot.
Looking like a senior wasn’t always my problem. In fact, the opposite was true. I remember one
summer, a few years after earning my PhD, not being
allowed to buy beer when I couldn’t produce identification. When I first worked at Lakehead University, I
had a difficult time convincing staff and students that
I was a faculty member. I recall that the clerk at the
circulation desk in the library had to phone the Director
of my school to confirm I was legit. As years passed it
saddened me that no such call was necessary. How I
long for those heady days of having to show ID.
To prove to my students what a cool person I
was, each term I casually mentioned that I had attended
the game the last time the Toronto Maple Leafs won
the Stanley Cup. Fifty years later there are probably
only a few hundred of the 14,550 spectators still alive.
I asked my students the year this never-to-be-repeated
event took place and all the diehard Toronto fans shouted in unison, “1967.” I have recommended to those
who set the Canadian citizenship test that this should
be a quiz item. Feeling quite smug and more than hip, I
wait after class for the fanatics (root for the word ‘fan’)
to come and ask me about the game or even shake
my hand. One year, a student came up and promptly
declared, “My grandfather was at that game.”
My shoulders slumped. “And your name is…?”
I asked him, as he checked his cell phone before belting out the door.
My hair has been symbolic of the aging process. When I entered graduate school, I had a demanding supervisor. I recall staying up nights redoing lessthan-stellar work. During those two years, I noticed
that a few strands of brown hair on my bangs had
turned gray. Since then, every time I go to the hair sa-

“To prove to my students what a cool
person I was, each
term I casually
mentioned that I had
attended the game the
last time the Toronto
Maple Leafs won the
Stanley Cup”
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“Feeling quite smug
and more than hip,
I wait after class for
the fanatics
(root for the word
‘fan’) to come and
ask me about the
game or even shake
my hand”
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lon, I study my hair on the floor to see what the colour
of the month is. Mostly silver now or, as I proudly tell
friends, arctic blonde.
For a while I flirted with streaking my hair a
lighter shade. This involved putting on a skin-tight
rubber cap with tiny holes in it so the stylist could
take a metal barge pole with a hook on the end to pull
hair through the holes. Each pull was akin to a sadistic
medieval torture. But it could have been worse. Before
the advent of the home perm, my mother slept with
curlers in her hair. Sleeping soundly can be a challenge
for some of us under ideal conditions. Try it with pins
sticking in your skull.
My body must be exercised each day so I can
sleep soundly through the night. These days I avoid
any exercise that involves having to get up off the floor.
I never was very graceful, but it seems moving from
a low point to higher ground now involves grabbing
a steady object and grunting my way upward. The
authors of the landmark book Our Bodies, Ourselves
messaged that we should accept our changing bodies.
Screw that! Getting old is definitely not for the faint of
heart.
My retirement present to myself was a bicycle. I love biking, but my old bike wasn’t comfortable
and consequently, nested in the shed unused. So I
bought myself one built for comfort – not speed – with
a spring-loaded, wide-assed seat, high handlebars
and only seven speeds. Perfect. Each summer I often
jumped on my bike and went for a spin, content to
dawdle along, taking in the scenery while more serious
bikers rocket past.
My favourite activity, next to shopping for
orthopedic shoes, is to go through airport security. Sixteen years ago when I had a hip replacement, I quickly
learned, after setting off the metal detector, to tap my
right hip and, with a wink, say knowingly, “hip.” I am
then told by a person wearing blue rubber gloves to
step aside while my specially assigned security person
strip searches me as if I’m packing a Sig Sauer. The
fun multiplied a few years ago when I broke my left
ankle and had a plate inserted to keep all the bits in
place. Now the metal scanner makes enough noise to
startle those lucky passengers who have made it to the
departure lounge. Right? Left? The poor security woman assigned to me doesn’t know which side to start on.
Dare I mention that I have a metal clip in my abdomen

where my gall bladder was removed? By the time I’ve
made it through security and put my clothes back on,
my partner has bought a newspaper, read it and started
her second cup of tea.
While my body may be not the finely-tuned
engine it once was, my memory – long-term that is – is
crackerjack. But don’t ask me what anyone said five
minutes ago. Before saying anything to me, my partner
asks, “Are you listening?” Even though I invariably
reply “yes,” it doesn’t mean that what she said will register a few minutes later. However, I have memorized
the lyrics to every Lennon/McCartney tune. Furthermore, I can recite most of the jokes from the TV show
Rowan and Martin’s Laugh-In and know the words to
the theme songs of popular 60’s sitcoms.
Now that I’m retired, when I’m not reading
the obituaries in the newspaper to see who has fallen
off the perch, I’m attending memorial services. I went
to two recently, and the scary thing is (and I know it
happens to every generation) that the people who have
passed are not of my parents’ generation but rather
of mine. And I’ll admit that when someone dies who
is approximately my age, I look very carefully at the
picture that accompanies her obit. Then I study my
reflection in the mirror. Do I really look as old as the
person who has just died? I reassure myself that they
might have recently been ill and, after all, they are dead
and I’m still on the right side of the grass.
Remember the show The Golden Girls featuring four older single women sharing a home in Miami?
You may be surprised to learn that Estelle Getty, who
played Dorothy’s mom, was actually the youngest of
the four. Yep, makeup and a wig can really change
one’s appearance. Flirting with cosmetic surgery can
also change appearance, often with startling results.
Some women who inject their lips end up with ‘trout
pout’ and look as if they’ve gone several rounds with
Mike Tyson (and lost). Some decide to alter their looks
completely. Before she went under the knife, did Renée
Zellweger know that her unique, high-cheekboned,
cherub face would end up looking like most other
Hollywood starlets? Joan Rivers had more facelifts
than Michael Jackson had nose jobs, and the outcome
was that her face had a perpetual surprised look. My
ophthalmologist, who has tried to figure out why I
squint, recommended that I get a shot of Botox to relax
the muscles under my eyes. Perhaps I’ll end up looking
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like Joan Rivers or, better still, Renée Zellweger. I am
of the opinion that one should age as nature intended.
After all, great things have been accomplished by seniors deemed by society as passed their expiration date.
For example, Colonel Sanders sold his first
bucket of chicken when he was over 60. Grandma Moses painted well into her 70s and Ronald Reagan was
70 when he took the oath of office. He turned the tables
on his political opponent when, during a presidential
debate, he said, “I will not make age an issue… I am
not going to exploit for political purposes my opponent’s youth and inexperience.” At 89, pianist Arthur
Rubinstein performed one of his greatest recitals in
Carnegie Hall. In terms of physical feats, Ed Whitlock
ran a marathon under three hours when he was 69, an
achievement at any age. Not to be outdone, Teiichi
Igarashi climbed Mt. Fuji one year before his one-hundredth birthday.
My writing colleagues will be inspired to know
that some writers have penned their classics late in life.
Mary Wesley, age 70, launched The Camomile Lawn.
James Michener wrote over forty titles, the last at age
88. Alex Haley published his debut novel Roots at 55.
And for those of us who still hold on to the dream of
publishing a best-selling novel, take solace in knowing that Karl Marlantes, author of Matterhorn which
became an American literary sensation, worked on
his manuscript for thirty-three years and finally saw it
published in his sixties.
So cheer up, getting old isn’t all bad news.
Besides getting cheaper car insurance, there is much to
celebrate. Surveys consistently show that older people are happier than their younger counterparts. No
surprise. All those stressful years are behind: getting
an education, launching a career, finding a mate and
raising children. And many seniors are wealthier than
those who still have to pay for hockey registration,
SUVs and a driveway to park them in. But for those
who aren’t swayed by the material benefits, there are
the intangibles. Older people have, by virtue of their
experience and education, more knowledge. It might be
retrieved a bit slower, but it’s there. And with knowledge comes wisdom. Marie von Ebner-Eschenbach
understood this when she said, “In youth we learn, in
old age we understand.” Bless her.
Time for my Pilates class. Everything will be
just fine – until I have to get up off the floor.

Warm Fuzzies

Rolli

M

Rolli is a Canadian writer and cartoonist.
City: Regina, SK
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isty, guilty, self-centered, lonesome, bored.
That’s how I felt when I woke up that
morning. As usual.
The fifth coffee dissipated the mist. The fifth
coffee can dissipate just about anything. Except guilt,
self-centeredness, loneliness and boredom.
A distraction seemed in order. It was a Saturday, after all.
I called Friend A. In those days, he lived above
my favourite coffee shop.
Friend A didn’t answer. So I tried Friend B.
Friend B still lives a stone’s throw from The French
Press, purveyor of the best Americanos on the planet.
Friend B was “feeling lazy,” though. As usual.
Friend C “preferred to stay indoors”—because
of the weather. It was, admittedly, somewhat overcast.
I looked up the numbers of Friends D … E …
F…
When I reached the end of the alphabet, I
sighed. Then I put on my fedora hat—the one with the
coffee stain on it—and went for a stroll.
*
The woman with the crazed smile wrung my
hand, again and again, in the middle of the street.
I pulled her out of the path of a careening limousine, onto the sidewalk.
I knew the woman—somehow. I was pretty sure. I couldn’t think of her name. I meet a lot of
crazed people. Remembering their names isn’t my

©2020 Rolli

forte.

It buckled. It shattered on the sidewalk.
Brenda, I thought. I’m sure her name is Brenda.
We stared at each other for a minute. Then:
“I have to get going,” said my friend.
“It was nice seeing you, Brenda,” I said.
“My name is Noreen,” she said severely, shaking her head.
She was still shaking it when she re-crossed
the street.
A taxi just about hit her, this time.
I adjusted my hat. And kept walking.

“You look terrible,” said whoever-she-was, still
shaking my hand.
It was probably, I explained, because of the
guilt, self-centeredness, loneliness and boredom.
The woman let go of my hand, at last—and
clapped hers together.
“Warm Fuzzies,” she said.
A crazed-looking man screamed something as
he flew by on his bicycle. I was half-sure I knew him
from somewhere. I’d just about put my finger on it
when the woman poked hers into my breastbone.
“When you volunteer,” she explained, “you
get the Warm Fuzzies. The feeling... It’s like wine,
without the hangover. I get drunk off it. I used to be an
alcoholic. This is better. I volunteer everywhere I can.”
I thought for a minute. That’s always been my downfall.
“If you didn’t get the Warm Fuzzies,” I said,
eventually, “would you still volunteer?”
The woman blinked.
I repeated myself.
“Well,” she said, hesitantly, “I suppose would.
I would, yes. Of course I would.”
I thought for another minute—no good could
come of it, I knew—and said:
“Suppose volunteering caused you physical
pain—an electric shock, say, a severe one. Would you
still do it?”
That did it. The crazed smile quivered a little.

*
When I got home, I brewed a pot of coffee.
When I finished it, I brewed another one.
I sat there, brooding.
Warm Fuzzies, I thought.
I was skeptical. As usual. But thought it was
worth a try. I’ll try anything once. Except decaf.
The first place I volunteered was the local soup
kitchen, Outreached Arms. The food was free—as
long as you read (or pretended to read) the Bible while
you ate it.
Every afternoon for a month I strewed Bibles
and spooned out soup to the same several hundred
hungry souls. Despite the “He Gives Strength to the
Weary and Increases the Power of the Weak,” banner
on the back wall, however, the patrons of Outreached
Arms looked worse and worse for wear every day—
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SAVE THE EARTH!

like the Evolution of Man diagram in reverse.
“I don’t think this is helping people,” I told
Roger, a co-volunteer, one evening, while we were
cleaning up.
He laughed and said, “Of course it isn’t.” Then
he laughed again and said, “To change the planet, you’d have to turn the whole damn thing upside
down.”
When he finished laughing, I asked, “Why do
you work here, exactly?”
“It’s court-ordered,” he said.
On my last day at the soup kitchen, the weeping man with the open sores slumped face-first into his
bowl of corn chowder—dead.
“It happens,” said Roger, dialling Emergency.
I stepped out the doors of Outreached Arms
feeling punch-drunk and sea-sick and quasi-despondent. So I walked past Just Bean Brewed, into The
Dizzy Monk, swallowed a few shots, and felt the closest thing to the Warm Fuzzies I’d felt all month.
*
The best thing for a hangover, fortunately, is
coffee.
On my way back from Perks, I bought a newspaper. I hadn’t read a newspaper since 1998.
As I skimmed the day-old news, an all-caps
advert caught my eye.

It was a punchy title. I kept reading.

ONLY TWO HOURS PER WEEK
COMMITMENT!
That seemed manageable. I circled the phone
number. Hoping that, when it came to Warm Fuzzies,
Mother Nature wouldn’t be half as stingy as humanity.
A few days later, I was the fifth member of
Earth Patrol, a group of citizens who convened once
a week to gather plastic waste from the shores of our
polluted urban lake. We travelled via a dilapidated
Volkswagen van owned by Bethany, the founder of
the group. She never left the driver’s seat herself, and
when our allotted clean-up time expired, honked the
horn until we piled back into the van.
On my first day, I found about fifty water bottles and as many straws.
I found twice as many of each the second day,
and twice as many again the third.
“This feels futile to me,” I admitted to one of
the teenage volunteers, as I picked up the umpteenth
water bottle. “Does it feel futile to you?”
The young woman grimaced at a condom.
“This work is so, so important,” she said. “For
our resumes.”

©2020 Rolli
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At the end of the month, Bethany “treated” us
to a meal of juice and salad at Freshly. Both came in
plastic containers. The cutlery was plastic, too, and the
straws.
“When you think about it,” I said, laughing as
I poked at my salad, “we’re creating as much plastic
waste as we’re picking up.”
No good can come of thinking. Absolutely
none.
Bethany dropped her plastic fork. She pushed
back her plastic salad container. She stood up—and
slammed her water bottle on the table top.
“YOU JUST DON’T GET IT, DO YOU!” she
said.
I waited. It seemed she’d have more to say.
She didn’t.
Bethany stormed out the door into her van—
and started honking.
One by one, the volunteers abandoned their
salads and ran after her.
“I really need this for my resume,” the last
volunteer said to me, apologetically, on his way out
the door.
Tires squealed. The Volkswagen van vanished.
I finished my salad. Then gathered up everyone’s plastic containers and threw them in the trash.
The second I stepped outside, of course, it
started to rain. I could’ve called a cab. But decided
to walk home. Though it ruined my fedora, it was the
best thing I’d done for the environment in weeks. If
my selfless act attracted any Warm Fuzzies, I was too
damp and cold and hungry to notice or care.

double-underscored the Free of Charge part (with a
purple marker). Warm Fuzzies no doubt flee at the
mere mention of money and I wanted to capture at
least a few of them.
Satisfied, I ran off a hundred copies of the poster and stapled them that afternoon to every telephone
pole I could think of.
I didn’t have to wait long for a response. The
first call came that very night.
It was just heavy breathing.
So were the next several calls.
Every call I received that week was, in fact,
either heavy breathing or soft propositioning.
I ripped all the posters back down. And made a
beeline to Beer Brothers.
*
If you’re feeling dejected and also crave light
exercise, you might as well walk along the railroad
tracks. That’s one of my adages.

*
The entrepreneurial spirit is common in my
family. Among the unemployable it always is.
So it occurred to me, one morning, between
coffees that if formal volunteer work clearly wasn’t for
me I might as well give freelancing a whirl.
I dug out some coloured markers and made
a poster advertising my services, free of charge, to
anyone who needed help doing anything whatsoever.
At the bottom of the page, I added my phone number
in red marker and a suitable pseudonym, Mr. Friend,
in blue.
After scrutinizing my work, I went back and

©2020 Rolli
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I’d been walking for an hour—the sun was almost setting—when I spotted, a few yards off, a ginger
cat crossing the tracks.
If you see a beautiful cat, you might as well
follow it (another adage.) So I did—across the tracks,
down a back alley and through the tooth-gap in a lilac
hedge surrounding a tumbledown Victorian.
I’d been petting and chatting to the cat for over
a minute when I heard a throaty voice say: “For two
bucks, honey, he’s yours.”
I looked around. But couldn’t find a throat to
match the voice.
“Are you joking?” I said to—someone.
“Mirth and I aren’t on speaking terms,” said
the voice.
I heard laughter, looked up—and saw a mature
woman wearing horn-rimmed sunglasses. She was
leaning on the balcony railing, smoking.
“I don’t know,” I said, adjusting my hat. “I’ve
never had a pet before.” I stroked the cat’s tail and
added: 		
“Why me, exactly?”
The woman shrugged and said, “You seem
reasonably sane.”
“You can’t always tell by looking,” I said.
“I can’t see you, honey.”
“I’m right here.”
“I’m blind,” the woman replied.
That explained the sunglasses.
“The cat was my husband’s, anyways. Late
husband’s.”
“I’m sorry.”
“He was a bum,” she said, dabbing ash.
I wasn’t sure what to say. So I kept petting the
cat until the woman said:
“I’m moving to Florida—and Hairball ain’t
coming.”
Hairball rubbed up against my legs and purred.
“I’m just not sure,” I said, scratching him behind the ears.
“It’s you or the Big Needle, honey,” said the
voice from above.
The cat looked up at me and meowed loudly. I
guess that sealed it.
“Alright,” I decided, at last.
“You have the two bucks?”

I searched my pockets.
“All I’ve got is a quarter,” I said.
“Sold,” said the woman.
Right on cue, the cat jumped into my arms.
*
It’s been five years, now, since I adopted the
ginger cat. Tummywumps, I renamed him—because
he looked like a Tummywumps. I don’t think, in all
that time, I’ve volunteered for anything or been remotely helpful to another human being. Oh, well.
Of course, I still wake up feeling guilty,
self-centered, lonesome and bored. But then Tummywumps lays on my face and it’s impossible to feel
anything but beguiled (and suffocated).
When I have a bad day—writers have five a
week, at least—Tummywumps lays down on my keyboard, or the book I was trying to read, or my dinner,
gazes serenely at me, and purrs. Then I’ll laugh—and
feel better.
It may not be the Warm Fuzzies. But it’s good
enough for me.
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Downshift

I

Heather Thomson

’ve often wondered what it would look like to see
my movements traced from above, like a compilation Google map of where I’ve been, my routes
appearing as red lines moving around this small section
of earth I call home. Surrounding each of the several
places I’ve lived there would be a congestion of red,
some routes so worn they’d be in danger of bleeding
through a paper map. And yet, they’d take up such a
small amount of space on a globe they individually
wouldn’t even be a pin prick. Even now, I sometimes
forget that I live on an island, an inherently restrictive
space, until I leave Montreal by one of its bridges.
Each time, I’m amazed to realize how long I’ve been
circling around without leaving. Several weeks? A
few months? Mostly, I think, we’re all just moving in
circles.
Since I became a mother three and a half years
ago, my movements have become more deeply etched,
my circles smaller, and more defined. I’ve carved the
routes of motherhood into the sidewalks and pavement
so many times over they’re in danger of wearing thin—
trips to the library, local parks, various activities—deep
grooves on an embossed map, a child’s pencil pressing
through paper. Some of these circles have changed
over time, but not much: we cycle through different activities, visit different parks, attend the local library so
frequently we’re known by name. During my tenure of
so-called “stay-at-home” motherhood, if I stay close to
home, I also go out often. How I circle around depends
on the season. In the winter I drive. In the early spring
and late fall, I walk with a stroller. The rest of the time,
I prefer to cycle, with my two daughters in the bicycle
trailer, the three of us rotating through the seasons.
As I write, I realize I’m speaking about all of
this as though it’s current—as though I continue to
leave the Island of Montreal, as though I’m still going
to activities, parks, and the library—but this reality is
pre-pandemic. What is this strange trick of the mind
telling me the hiatus I’m experiencing, this interruption of the cycle (which is itself a series of circles) is
nothing more than a deep sleep from which I’ll awake?
I live in another world now, and have to remind myself
that the one I see as current will not be the “normal”
I’ll be returning to.

Photo by Russell Lloyd

Heather Thomson holds an MFA in creative writing
from Brigham Young University, where she studied
creative nonfiction. She recently wrote a peer-reviewed
article on the personal essay, which was published in
The Journal of L.M. Montgomery Studies. You’ll find
Heather at commonplacebookblog.com, blogging occasionally about creative nonfiction, writing, and the
pleasures of reading. As of this writing, she lives on
the Island of Montreal.
Website: commonplacebookblog.com
City: Montreal, QC
©2020 Heather Thomson
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a plane home.
For the first few weeks of the pandemic, I
pretended that pulling my children in a bicycle trailer
through the wind over relatively flat terrain was training me to summit mountains on a bike loaded for a
cross-Canada tour; that I would fly out to Vancouver
again, in May, this time cycling linearly across the
country for four or five months until I hit the Atlantic. Instead, here on the Island of Montreal, I’ve been
cycling the loop with my kids in tow—a different set of
travelling companions, a different kind of weight—circling, day after day, around Côte Saint-Luc.

*
Since the coronavirus outbreak was declared
a pandemic in mid-March, I’ve made my life revolve
around cycling. Every day, usually in the morning,
I get on my 1980s red Peugeot—a road bike as old
as me—which I was given second-hand when I was
15 and have been riding ever since. This same bike
that I’ve used to cycle around rural Ontario, Halifax,
Ottawa, Gatineau, Provo, and Montreal, all places I’ve
lived, I now cycle around Côte Saint-Luc, a de-amalgamated city of 32,000 surrounded by the larger city of
Montreal, an urban island, a city within a city. Perhaps
all our circles are nothing but small islands, self-selected perimeters in which we restrict our own movements.
The bike route I now take traces the city’s
limits, a residential route snaking along several streets,
passing by schools, synagogues, parks, and various
houses, apartments, and retirement residences. The
“loop” has two traffic signals and 53 stop signs, and
takes me about 45 minutes to cycle, depending on the
wind, and whether or not I’m pulling the bicycle trailer.
Officially, the roadside signs say it’s 10 kilometers,
but Google Maps measures it at 10.1, so I record the
extra 0.1 on my spreadsheet called “Tracking during
COVID-19.”
As I’ve cycled the loop these past three and a
half months, I’ve registered the changes brought on by
the lockdown: the sudden disappearance of vehicles,
the increase of foot and bicycle traffic, the closure of
parks, the gradual introduction of masks.
But this daily circling has also caused my
memory to loop back to the cycling I did before having
children, particularly a six-week bike trip I took on the
West Coast, which was itself its own loop, as I joined
two friends in Vancouver (BC) and headed east through
the Rocky Mountains, passing through Hope, north to
Merritt, then south-east to Osoyoos, where we crossed
into the States, continued south and gradually looped
west over the North Cascade Mountains until we hit
the Pacific, took the ferry at Anacortes back to Canada and the Gulf Islands and rode north on Vancouver
Island until we ferried back to mainland British Columbia, headed south along the Sunshine Coast, and finally
re-entered Vancouver from the opposite direction we
began, where I packed my bike up in a box and caught

*
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If you take the circumference of a circle and
stretch it out straight into a line, it measures longer than
you might expect. We’re so used to moving linearly
from A to B that gauging distance while travelling a
circle is difficult. The loop I take around Côte SaintLuc, for instance, happens to also be the exact distance
to my husband’s work across town. And while the loop
keeps me within my neighbourhood, his commute
brings him through five Montreal boroughs. The loop
which I rode on the West Coast, approximately 2000
kilometers, kept me entirely within British Columbia
and the state of Washington. But if I were to take that
same distance and head east instead in a straight line
(as much as possible), I could cycle about a third of the
way across the country, passing through four provinces. Somehow, riding in circles seems less impressive
than travelling linearly.
If you put your address into Google Maps, first
as a destination, then as a departure, an error message
appears. There must be a third point added to let you
proceed; otherwise, it doesn’t register as a trip. Like so
much of the world, Google Maps works in lines, not
circles. Even before the pandemic, most of my movements were essentially circles.
I travel the route of motherhood much like I
travel the loop around my neighbourhood, circling
daily around the terrains of meal-time, story-time, and
bed-time, with frequent stops for diapers, dishes, and
laundry. The circles of stay-at-home motherhood can
make it feel like I’ve hardly gone anywhere in a day.
The sense of accomplishment is missing that you get
when you hear that final announcement from your

“When someone asks how I’ve been coping during COVID-19, I
pause, and assess who’s asking before I respond; I want to be
sensitive but honest.”
GPS, “You have arrived.”
When someone asks how I’ve been coping
during COVID-19, I pause, and assess who’s asking
before I respond; I want to be sensitive but honest.
Compared with those who have lost jobs, have gotten
sick, are social distancing in isolation, or suddenly
have their children at home while also trying to work,
the shift in my own life seems unremarkable. After all,
it wasn’t put upon me to change my linear movements
of commuting and career in order to move in circles
closer to home: I elected to become a stay-at-home
mom. And having done so, I already experienced some
of the challenges of cyclical movement: the ennui and
disorientation of days blending together, for instance,
experienced first on my six week bike trip. I had been
moving in circles for a long time; now, everyone seems
to be moving in them. And so, when someone asks me
how I’m coping during COVID-19, I often fall back
to the vague response, “Well, I was already home, so
things have not changed much for me.” I suppress the
impulse to say more, to demystify how being a stayat-home mom in a place and time in which this is an
anomaly has its particular challenges. But I do add
that my husband is now working from home; I usually don’t mention that because of the pandemic, he’s
received a pay reduction, or that he’s been interviewing
elsewhere. Only rarely do I volunteer what “things
have not changed much for me” actually means, how
my daily circles have shifted.
*
A bicycle is really nothing more than a frame
with a series of circles, its own system of planets,
rotating around and with each other. If you take the
hub of a wheel apart, you’ll find a small shaft in a
circular formation, in which tiny ballbearings dance.
There’s something deeply satisfying about extracting
these small metal spheres, covered with grime and old
grease, and polishing them in a rag held in your fingers
until they shine—small worlds ready to be repacked

in sleek, new grease—where they’ll once again orbit
around the hub.
In the early days of the pandemic, when we
were all just getting our bearings as our private worlds
were spinning out of control, my own world, for a
time, revolved around the daily updates. I watched the
charts as Quebec surpassed Ontario, Alberta, and British Columbia for the most COVID-19 cases in Canada,
and felt the restrictions tighten around me as Montreal
accounted for about half of the cases in Quebec, and
a quarter in the country. We were asked to stay in our
own neighbourhoods, except for essentials. And with
more cases in Côte Saint-Luc per capita than any other
Montreal borough, non-residents were warned away
from here particularly. Whether it was safe to go outside at all was the daily debate on a local parents’ Facebook group. As I worried over the updates, I identified
the epicenter of my own fears, my mind reeling around
this single, all-important question: “Can I still ride my
bike?”
When I read that some countries, like Spain,
had banned recreational cycling during the lockdown,
I was at first at a loss to know what this meant, or how
this information fit into my own life. What would it
mean to give up cycling, to have my freedom of movement restrained in this way, confined solely—except
for a quick trip to the grocery store—to our home?
*
My husband rides the loop as though it were
linear, breezing past the stop signs, like he’s commuting to work instead of riding in a circle. Physically,
it’s easier to ride this way than it is to downshift, stop.
Then slowly accelerate, upshifting as you go. It’s not
the pedaling itself that’s difficult: it’s the change. I have
my own attempt to make something linear out of something circular, the impulse which, I think, is behind
tracking my cycling during COVID-19.
I started keeping detailed track of my rides the
third full week into the pandemic. In my spreadsheet,
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you’ll find data on how many kilometers I rode each
day, my times out and in, total time, the weather, and
whether or not I was pulling the bike trailer. What I
now ride in a week, about 60 kilometers, I used to do
in a single day of bicycle touring, fully-loaded. And
so while I’ve ridden longer, harder, and further before,
I’ve never had such a sustained, deliberate period of
continual riding as I now have. I’ve ridden six days
each week, with few exceptions, since mid-March. Of
the 87 days I’ve ridden, 82 of them have been around
the loop. May came and went, but I still sometimes
dreamed I was riding linearly across Canada.
If there’s monotony in going around the same
circle, day after day, there’s also a profound sense of
comfort: the familiarity of knowing what to expect, a
child-like longing satisfied through routine. Riding the
loop has given me, amidst uncertainty, a tiny semblance of control.
When I began cycling around the loop at the
beginning of the pandemic, I shifted the way I rode.
In previous seasons, I would cycle in the late morning
to activities with my daughters where we’d stay for an
hour or so, then continue on to our final destination,
which was, ultimately, home. Now, with our stop-overs
removed, home is the only destination, and cycling
itself has become the activity.
Instead of commuting to work across town,
my husband now joins us on our morning ride, and we
cycle the loop together. We usually all leave together
shortly after breakfast, with my husband and I taking
turns pulling the bicycle trailer, returning home a few
minutes before he starts his workday at home. Our
morning rides have unexpectedly become a time when
we can talk, that is, when our daughters keep their arms
and legs to their own sides of the bike trailer and when
they aren’t singing loud enough to be heard a block
away.
After my husband had a couple of interviews
with a company in Madrid, we talked, casually at first,
during those early morning rides about the possibility:

“What about Spain?”
It’s only now I see the irony: that in the very act
of circling our neighborhood, day after day, we began
circling around the idea of leaving it.		
*
When I change gears on my bike, a series of
circles are activated. Through a slight pressing down
on or pulling up of a metal stick, just below my handlebars, an attached cable allows my rear derailleur to
move sideways, feeding the chain onto a new gear, as
my feet pedal in circles, allowing the chain to revolve.
When this happens, I can either keep my pace or my
cadence (the number of rotations of the crank per minute), but I cannot do both. I try to maintain a high cadence, meaning that when I downshift, I won’t travel as
fast. But my pace remains optimal for the conditions,
resistance caused by uphills, extra weight, or wind.
While cycling up the mountains in British
Columbia, and some switchbacks in Washington, I
downshifted at times into the lowest gear I had. My
touring bike has a third ring on the front, which allows
for steep climbs. I wouldn’t have made it on my red
Peugeot, which has only two rings. There aren’t any
hills where I now cycle in Côte Saint-Luc. But there’s a
different kind of resistance that’s caused me to downshift: the two children I pull behind me in the bike trailer. This downshift has been gradual, beginning when I
first attached the trailer three years ago and placed only
one baby in it. Or, more accurately, it began the summer before, in early pregnancy, when I found I couldn’t
ride as I used to in the heat.
The word downshift has come to mean an
intentional slowing down, a step back from the fastpaced life: a scaling back of work hours, a change in
career, allowing for a more personally fulfilling life.
But I haven’t seen it applied to a woman shifting from
having a career to becoming a stay-at-home mom.
Downshift, in its metaphorical sense, seems to be
reserved for something else than stay-at-home motherhood.

“While cycling up the mountains in British Columbia, and some
switchbacks in Washington, I downshifted at times into the lowest
gear I had”
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I wonder if it could be applied to some of the
situations caused by the pandemic?
*
A few weeks into the pandemic, my bike broke
down. A tube is what I went into the bike shop for. But
it turned out my bike had a number of problems. Many
of its circles had worn down: the cassette, the chain,
the small chain ring all needed to be replaced, along
with a spoke-bent front wheel. The chain sagged; the
small chain ring had been used so much its metal teeth
had been worn down to dull knobs. But the biggest
problem was the derailleur, the part which allowed
me to switch gears; it was so old and worn the spring
wasn’t working. In total, it’s the biggest overhaul my
bike has received at one time. Other changes have been
more gradual, a piece or two here and there. And while
almost everything else has been swapped out at least
once, the frame has always remained the same.
I have wondered since what my own frame is.
What remains intact—stays the same—as parts of me
are swapped out for others? Like swapping out a career
for staying at home with my children. Bicycle touring
for riding the Côte Saint-Luc loop. And I wonder: am I
being remade as old parts get old, stop working?
During the single week in the pandemic I could
not ride because my bike was in the shop, my husband
was offered a job in Spain.
The night I’d first brought my bike into the
shop, I’d taken an appointment, but before I left, one
of the guys locked my troublesome back derailleur into
a single gear, which, if I rode just right, I could sometimes coax up or down a gear. I’d previously done a
lot of shifting using the rear derailleur and the lower
gears. But for the next three weeks, I rode, shifting in
the front, between the two chain rings, using the big
chain ring—a large jump—which I’d hardly ever used
before. I am not used to making big jumps.
Now, needing to make a decision, and with
my bike recently back from the shop, I began shifting
through gears in a way I’d not thought possible for my
red Peugeot.
On the day before my husband needed to give
an answer about the job, and we’d still not made a decision, I tried to go for a ride, but returned five minutes
later. The seat post, which my husband had adjusted for
me, hadn’t been tightened up properly, and as I rode, it
had come down. I came home pedaling with my knees

“The word downshift
has come to mean an
intentional slowing
down, a step back
from the fast-paced
life: a scaling back of
work hours, a change
in career, allowing for
a more personally
fulfilling life.”
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in my face. I yearned to keep to the circles I already
knew, not enter into new ones. 		
*
Going in circles is generally not seen as progressive. The phrase itself is pejorative, and implies the
futility that continuous kind of movement brings. But
however mundane, or filled with ennui, or dissatisfying
it may be, there’s a yearning to return to familiar circles. With the pandemic, people just want to get back
to “normal,” or however close to it that can be. In times
of uncertainty, there’s a comfort of circles; they’re preferred to straight lines.
For me, there will not be a return to the circles I
knew before the pandemic.
I won’t be here to spin out of the circles in
familiar places, to be part of the aftermath. Instead,
I’ll be experiencing the “new normal” from a different
place altogether, una nueva nor-malidad from a different culture, in a different language, and within a country I’ve never been to. I’ll be moving to Madrid, exiting in a place harder hit than Montreal, another place
reeling from the pandemic, a place as utterly unknown
to me as a bike shop I entered for the first time during
the pandemic.
At the end of June, the time of this writing, I’ve
cycled almost 900 kilometers during the pandemic. If I
were to stretch the distance out into a straight line, it’s
the equivalent of about a sixth of the way from Montreal to Madrid. Though I’ve never been to Madrid,
soon I will be making a series of small circles around
some section in the city, as I have here in this corner of
Montreal.
I will be coming out of this pandemic, not
spiraling back into the circles I once knew, but shifting
outside of them, like a derailleur shifting the chain to a
new gear, creating a new line that will land me on the
other side of the world. Montreal to Madrid seems like
a rather long line.
But really, even this is not a straight line:
there’s a curve as it travels the globe, moving in the
direction of a circle.

“Going in circles is
generally not seen
as progressive. the
phrase itself is
pejorative, and
implies the futility
that continuous kind
of movement brings.”
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I paint in oils in the method of alla
prima; to produce works of vitality
and serenity. My love of the vastness
of Ontario landscapes, and flora and
fauna, have inspired me for years
to produce colorful works of realism with an ancient feel, gorgeous
glimpses into our area. Drawings in
graphite, portraiture, natural history
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products. I live in Tweed, ON.
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Quiet Lake (Oil on canvas) By Jess Ryan

©2020 Jess Ryan
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Kootenai Brown’s
Bear: A Canadian
Tall Tale

Nancy McFadden

K

ootenai Brown is a
real-life legend of
the Canadian west.
Drawn to the mountains of British Columbia by rumours of gold,
Kootenai arrived in 1862 armed
with optimism, toughness, and a
thirst for adventure. On the western frontier he found a lifetime of
adventure, as well as a passion for
the beautiful country that he came
to call home. Today he is remembered for his role in creating Waterton Lakes National Park in south
western Alberta.
Nancy is a market research analyst living in Calgary,
Alberta. Books have been a part of her life for as
long as she can remember, but it was the years spent
reading to her two children that rekindled her love
of children’s literature. Now an empty nester, Nancy
has turned to writing herself. Her interest in history
inspires her to create stories that bring Canadian history to life for young people. Waterton Lakes National
Park is one of her favourite places, and so a natural
choice as the setting for her first story.

Kootenai’s friends claimed
he had a tame bear that had been
orphaned as a cub – so tame, the
story goes, that it would even pitch
in with the heavy chores. How much
of this yarn is true? No one can say,
especially since folks who knew
Kootenai also knew how much he
liked a tall tale. This story is a version of one that Kootenai enjoyed
telling.

City: Calgary, AB
©2020 Nancy McFadden

“Well, well, what have we here?” Taking off
his hat, Kootenai Brown peered deep into the rumpled
burlap sack and felt a damp warmth tickle the hairs of
his rather prominent nose.
Jack Street, Kootenai’s good friend and frequent hunting partner, nodded his head toward the
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east. “Found him paddling about at the edge of the
lake. All by his lonesome, he was.”
Leaning his rifle against the cabin, Kootenai
took the bag from Jack and carefully tipped out a
squirming bundle of thick, black fur. Sprouting legs,
the bundle unfolded itself and turned bright black eyes
upward to meet Kootenai’s twinkling blue ones.
“You certainly are a handsome fellow! What
happened to your mama, little bear?” said Kootenai.
Straightening, he turned to his friend. “He’s too young
to survive on his own, Jack. He still looks healthy
enough though — I’d guess his mother hasn’t been
gone long.”
“That’s what I thought, so I decided to bring
him up here.” Jack eyed his friend expectantly. “Any
ideas as to what we should do with him?”
Kootenai shuffled his moccasins in the dirt and
ran his fingers through his long, silver hair. He
squinched his eyes against the bright sunlight, deepening the lines on skin made leathery by years of outdoor
life. Finally, he swung his slouch hat back onto his
head, giving the wide brim a decisive tug.
“Well, Jack, I do reckon I’ve done a lot in my
life. You know all my stories… I’ve chased down
gold counterfeiters, rounded up horse rustlers, been
trampled by stampeding buffalo. Even escaped from
Sitting Bull himself. Yep, I’ve had many an adventure.
But I have to say that I’ve never yet ventured to raise a
bear cub. That’s a new one on me, and I’m willing to
give it a try.”
Kootenai bent down to scratch the cub’s chin.
“Little one, allow me to introduce myself: my name is
John George Brown, though ‘round these parts, folks
call me Kootenai.”
The cub sat back on his haunches and looked
about with quick eyes and a quivering snout, as if
inspecting his new home. Evidently satisfied with
what he saw, he got up and ambled through the front
door of the little log cabin.
“Nothing wrong with his nose, that’s for sure,”
Kootenai laughed. “I’ll bet he knows it’s supper time!”
The men grinned as a screech rang out from
inside the cabin. “Better go introduce the wife to our
new friend,” Kootenai called as he headed for the
door. “Won’t you stay a spell and share supper with us,
Jack? Isabella and I would love some company.”
“Indeed, I will,” replied Jack gratefully.
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“Something sure does smell good, and I’m about as
hungry as that bear!”
In the days that followed, the cub proved to be
a lively sort, just like his new friend. And as the weeks
and months passed, Healy, as the bear came to be
known, grew bigger and stronger under Kootenai’s
watchful eye.
Soon Healy was following Kootenai on his
daily travels, and together they spent many an hour
wandering through the fragrant meadows, towering
pines, and mountain trails that Kootenai loved so well.
Isabella, Kootenai’s wife, would smile contentedly to
herself as she watched the odd-looking pair set out to
the mountains: Kootenai, tall and wiry, the fringe of
his buckskin jacket swinging in rhythm with his stride,
and Healy’s swaying frame, clothed in its shaggy
black coat, lumbering alongside. Both of them longhaired and wild-looking and completely at home,
padding confidently along paths worn smooth by
hundreds of years of hooves, paws, and silent moccasined feet.
The two friends learned much from each other.
Kootenai showed Healy the thickest huckleberry
patches and the likeliest fishing spots, cool in the
shade of the towering mountains. As they walked,
Healy would cock an ear when Kootenai pointed out
favourite corners of his mountain home, told stories of
his life on the frontier, and worried aloud about what
would happen in the years to come as civilization
marched closer and closer.
And Healy showed Kootenai what it really
meant to live by your senses. Healy’s extraordinary
sense of smell was a wonder to Kootenai, who was
astonished to find that Healy could smell an animal
carcass from miles away. There was some truth in that
saying, Kootenai realized: “A pine needle fell in the
forest. The eagle saw it fall, the deer heard it, the bear
smelled it.”
One crisp fall day, Healy and Kootenai were
enjoying the last rays of warmth from the waning sun.
Kootenai, sizing up Healy’s increasing bulk and
thickening winter coat, decided the time had come to
try out an idea that he’d been chewing on.
“Well, Healy, I expect you’ve noticed what a
piece of work it is to provide for ourselves. No one to
help with the big jobs… why, our nearest neighbour is
the better part of a day’s ride on horseback! And it

SCRATCH . . .
SCRRAAATCH
seems I’m not as young as I used to be.”
“But you, my friend, you’re not so little any
more! What d’ya say you help me out with a few
chores now and then? I’ve still got some firewood to
collect for the winter — maybe we can start with that.”
Kootenai disappeared into the shed for a
moment and returned with an old harness, expertly
sliding the worn, supple straps through his fingers.
“This should suit our purposes, Healy! Looks
like it might just fit.”
Kootenai looped the breast strap over Healy’s
head. Ears twitching and head twisting, Healy peered
at the contraption with some alarm and skipped out of
Kootenai’s reach.
“Dang it, Healy, hold still! This might feel a
tad strange, but it won’t hurt.”
He slipped the bellyband under what had
become a rather generous stomach and Healy leaped
sideways, pulling the network of straps from Kootenai’s hands. As Kootenai dove for the straps, Healy
swung his rump away until, having gone nearly full
circle, he was completely entangled and stumbled to a
stop.
“Dang you, Healy!! You’re not making this
any easier. Hold still now while I grab those straps and
see if they reach ‘round that belly of yours. You’ve
been eating too many fish, is your problem. Hold still,
I say!”
Kootenai finally fastened the harness, but his
troubles weren’t over yet. As he gave a final tightening
tug, the bewildered bear gave an enormous bellow and
charged for the nearest tree.
Scratch, scratch, scrape, scritch, SCRATCH,
SCRRAAATCH!!! Healy’s frantic attempts to rid
himself of the rude contraption succeeded only in
producing a shower of pine cones and debris from the
quivering branches above. Discouraged by his wasted
efforts, Healy turned doleful eyes to Kootenai.
“Well, my friend, can’t say I expected you to

like this much, to start. I do apologize for having got
your feathers ruffled,” said Kootenai, leading Healy to
a heap of logs left to dry the previous spring. “Now,
let’s see what we can do with this firewood. This batch
over here is ready to move and we need only haul it
across the yard. We’ll do just one load today, seeing as
it’s your first time.”
Kootenai loaded the logs onto the cart, then
pulling a handful of berries from a nearby bush, ran a
soothing hand over Healy’s shoulders and prepared for
the trip across the clearing.
“Okay Healy, gently,” Kootenai murmured.
“Don’t get spooked. This’ll be real easy.”
And surprisingly enough, it was easy. Harness
strap in one hand and berries held out in front of
Healy’s nose, Kootenai slowly led Healy toward the
woodshed next to the cabin, while Healy focussed on
the fruit and effortlessly tugged the cart behind him.
As they reached their destination, Kootenai laid the
berries on a stump and grinned broadly while Healy
devoured them.
“Ha! I knew it would work! Well done, Healy.
It surely is a comfort to know that I can call on you for
help if I need to! Do you feel that nip in the air? And
see there… another flock of birds heading to warmer
parts. Winter’s coming, my friend, and we’re far from
ready for it.”
And so, the following weeks often found the
two friends working together in the forest. Healy was
always happy to help out, and Kootenai was always
sure to reward him with a generous helping of the
bear’s favourite food.
In late autumn, a frosty morning was quietly
passing with no sign of life in Kootenai’s yard. The
sun, resting low in the sky at that time of year, cast
feeble rays through the cabin windows. The only
sound was the parched whisper of dead leaves as they
danced erratically with the wind.
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Kootenai had been ill in bed. He ached all over
and yearned for sleep, but that pesky little voice in his
head persisted: “winter is near… winter is near,” and
sleep would not come.
Kootenai yanked the blanket over his head
and burrowed deeper into the bed. But the truth was,
Kootenai had been through too many northern winters. Deep down, he knew his inner voice was right,
knew he had to finish collecting the last of the wood
that would keep them going through the many bitter
months ahead. Cursing all things cold, Kootenai angrily flung off the blanket and swung his feet to the floor.

the day grumpy — his feverish body and throbbing
head had seen to that. But this lolly-gagging bear had
pushed him over the edge.
“Healy! What in tarnation…,” he sputtered.
The surprised bear turned to behold a fearsome
sight. Kootenai, flaming cheeks and wild hair, was a
volcano about to blow.
“You no-good bear! Here I’m yelling myself
hoarse and you’re paying me no mind at all! Don’t my
pockets sag with treats as sweet as the new grass in
May? Isn’t our friendship as true as those geese on the
wing… as sure as that snow on the peaks… as constant as this thumping heart of mine?”
Gesturing wildly and beating his chest, Kootenai was working himself into a frenzy. His arms
flapped like branches in a winter Chinook and even
his handlebar moustache seemed to stand quivering at
attention.
Still hollering, Kootenai snapped a stick off a
nearby branch, stomped up the path flailing it over his
head and, upon approaching the bear, proceeded to
whack the beast across its broad back.

Dragging himself from the cabin with bleary
eyes, heavy head, and short temper, Kootenai whistled
for Healy and began to gather his gear. When Healy
didn’t appear, Kootenai whistled again.
“Healy, where are you! Let’s get this done so
I can go rest these aching bones!” Kootenai waited,
peering about restlessly, but saw no sign of the bear.
“Healy, where have you got to! Healy!
HEALY!!!”
But Healy, who usually came barrelling into
the yard at the sound of Kootenai’s voice, was nowhere to be seen. Confused, Kootenai waited a few
more moments. Healy had never let him down before.
“Okay, I’ll have to come find you then; this
work can’t wait any longer,” Kootenai muttered,
scowling at this unexpected turn of events.
Kootenai headed off toward the trees, but
hadn’t gone far before spying a great black furry shape
in the bushes ahead. Dumfounded, he stopped and
stared.
Now, his friends agreed that Kootenai Brown
was a fine man: kind-hearted and generous. But it
must be said that he could let his temper get the better
of him, and all signs suggested that the forest creatures
were about to see a fine display of it. He’d started

“Winter’s breathing down our necks and here
you are, ignoring me, picking at a few meagre greens!
EXPLAIN YOURSELF!!”
Steam snapping from his nostrils in the cold
fall air, dragon-like, he glared with blazing eyes.
The forest was still… completely and utterly
silent. The birds had fled, the chipmunks shook in
their holes, the foraging deer had bounded off to more
tranquil grounds, and even the wind held its breath. It
seemed that all that remained in the world was Kootenai and one astonished black bear.
Kootenai turned toward the cabin.
“Let’s get moving, Healy. There’s work to be
done today.”
The bear hesitated, then shuffled doubtfully in

EXPLAIN . . .
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YOURSELF!

What was that he’d seen out of
the corner of his eye?
the other direction. Kootenai swatted its ear with his
hat.
“That’s not the way home. What in tarnation’s
gotten into you? It’s this way!”
The bear swung itself around in response to
another wallop from Kootenai’s stick. Reluctantly, it
took a few steps, then stopped. Kootenai glowered and
growled, directing a few more pokes at its well-padded rump. Shuffling onward, the bear peered over its
shoulder, finding to its dismay that the dreadful apparition was following close behind.
“Well, we’ll get nowhere fast with you moseying along like you’ve never trod this path before,
Healy. I don’t know what’s going through your head
today. It’s like you don’t even know me!”
They hadn’t far to go though, and within moments they approached the cabin.
“Here we are, Healy.” Kootenai sighed and
rubbed his head. “Hang on a minute while I get my
gear.”
But halfway across the yard, Kootenai abruptly
stopped, his brow furrowing in confusion. What was
that he’d seen out of the corner of his eye? Taking a
deep breath, heart sinking, he tilted his head ever so
slightly toward the cabin.
And there it was. A bear: large, black, and very
familiar-looking. Chewing contentedly, it shuffled
around the corner of the cabin and, grunting a greeting, turned to meet Kootenai.
Kootenai groaned and closed his eyes. Through
careful slits, he peeked back toward the trees. Sure
enough, the bear he’d just brought home stood there
still, gazing with interest at Healy’s bulky shape ambling across the yard. Kootenai leapt into action.
“Go on! Get!” he whooped at the top of his
lungs. Swinging his arms and flapping his hat, he

lunged toward the wild bear. “We’ve got no room for
two bears here! Get now! Be off with you!”
Now, black bears may look clumsy but they
can run surprisingly fast, and this one needed no
persuading. It turned and careened up the path, fleeing
this strange human as fast as it could.
Turning back toward Healy with a sigh, Kootenai gave a sheepish grin.
“Well Healy, that serves me right for letting
my temper get the better of me. I should have known
that you wouldn’t let me down, and I am truly sorry
for doubting you. Apology accepted?”
Healy ambled over and snuffled into Kootenai’s hand, looking for a helping of his favourite
berries. Kootenai smiled and pulled a treat from his
pocket.
“I guess that means we can still be friends!”
As the two set off on their interrupted task,
Kootenai couldn’t help but chuckle to himself at the
new story he would have to tell the folks in town.
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The Hilarious
Journey of the
Red Ball That
Says: “BOINK”

Phil Bullough

O

live had a favourite Red Ball. When she
squeezed it, it would say: “BOINK.”
Olive loved to play with it and when Gramps
came over to visit, they would make up funny things
to say and at the end of the sentence, they would
squeeze Red Ball and it would say “BOINK” which
made them both laugh and laugh. They would play
and play the BOINK game until their tummies hurt
from so much laughing.
Olive lived in a white house on the end of a
steep hill and one day as Olive was getting out of the
family car, Red Ball fell out and started bouncing
down the hill saying “BOINK, BOINK, BOINK” as
it bounced along. She cried out to her Daddy, but by
the time he got out of the car Red Ball was gone. Olive’s Daddy looked for it, but it had disappeared into
the blue river at the bottom of the hill. Poor Olive was
so sad to have lost her Red Ball, but she was sure that
it would be found and returned to her someday.
Now, Red Ball was bobbing along the river,
over rocks, around logs, down water falls and under
bridges until it came to a quiet part of the river called
Pearl where small fish and frogs live and where all
the kids love to jump and swim on hot summer days.
Today, Billy was sitting on the dock fishing when he
spotted Red Ball bobbing along. Billy quickly jumped
in and grabbed Red Ball before it got caught in the
rapids. To Billy’s surprise when he grabbed Red Ball,
it said: “BOINK.” Red Ball was very happy that Billy
had plucked it from the river.
Wow, he thought, this is a funny ball and he
ran home to tell everyone about his new Red Ball that
says “BOINK”. Billy didn’t know about the BOINK
game that Olive played with her Gramps so he made
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up a new game. He would sneek up on his sister or
their dog Smutch and then he would squeeze Red Ball
hard and the BOINK sound would make them jump
up and run and then they would all laugh and laugh
except for Smutch who would bark, of course.
One day Billy decided to take Red Ball with
him on the bus when he went to school to show and
tell his classmates because he knew that they had
never seen a BOINK ball before. He put the ball on his
teacher’s desk and when she asked him what it was,
Billy said: “Squeeze it hard and you will find out!”
The teacher, Miss Correcto, squeezed Red Ball and
when it said: “BOINK”, she dropped it quickly and
everyone started yelling and laughing except for Billy’s teacher who was frowning. She didn’t like Billy’s
joke at all! It had scared her, and she said: “Practical

But Red Fox made so much BOINK noise that
Big Old Bear heard him and went to see what all the
noise was about. When Big Old Bear suddenly found
Red Fox on the trail, this scared Red Fox and he ran
as fast as he could to get away from Big Old Bear. As
Red Fox jumped over the high fence in his way, he
dropped Red Ball and all he heard was BOINK as he
bounded away.
Just then, Crave the Raven, who was out hunting for field mice, flew over the fence and saw Red
Ball lying in the green grass and decided that it would
make a good pillow for her nest which was on top of
the tree on the top of the big hill by a big white house.
Crave the Raven landed beside Red Ball and when she
squeezed it with her big long beak it went “BOINK”.
Crave the Raven thought that this sounded a lot like
her cousin crow’s voice so she picked it up and as she
flew home people were looking up in the sky to see
what kind of a black bird with a Red Beak made a
BOINK sound!
Every day Olive came out to her yard and sat
under the big tree and hoped that someone would find
Red Ball and bring it back to her. Olive’s Dad had
bought her a new Red Ball but it just did not have the
same BOINK sound and she refused to play with it.
Gramps tried to cheer her up by saying BOINK after
telling her a joke, but she would just look at him and
say: “Oh Gramps!”
Just as Crave the Raven was circling to land
in her nest, Olive was sitting in her yard and as Crave
the Raven was about to land a gust of wind tossed her
upside down and she dropped Red Ball.
Red Ball landed beside Olive and said
“BOINK”. Olive jumped up for joy and grabbed Red
Ball before it could bounce away again. She squeezed
and BOINKED and squeezed and BOINKED and ran
into the house to tell everyone, and especially Gramps,
that Red Ball was finally back home where it belonged.

“One day Billy decided to take
Red Ball with him on the bus when
he went to school to show and tell
his classmates because he knew
that they had never seen a BOINK
ball before.”
jokes in the classroom are not very nice.” She took
Red Ball away from Billy and put it in her desk drawer for safe keeping.
Later, after school, Billy’s teacher took Red
Ball and put it in her purse. She wanted to drop it off
at Billy’s house and talk to his parents about his practical joke. Miss Correcto took her dog Putchie with
her on the walk. Putchie loved to chase balls so she
took out Red Ball and threw it and yelled: “Get the
ball Putchie,” but just then Red Fox who was lurking
nearby ran out and grabbed Red Ball that looked like
a big red egg to him and ran off into the forest with
his prize. As Red Fox trotted along with Red Ball,
he decided he was hungry, so he squeezed Red Ball
and to his surprise it said: “BOINK.” Red Fox liked
the BOINK sound so he trotted along back to his lair
BOINKING all the way home.
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Sofia is a young Canadian- based artist practicing
fine arts with a lean towards illustration and working
towards a Drawing major in the Alberta University of
the Arts. Her work focuses on capturing moments in
time as opposed to full narratives, bringing to light the
mundane beauties of life. Her ideology in art is based
on bringing back the concept of a proper imaginative
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Consensus (Acrylic paint on particle board) By Sofia Garyayev
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Irina Moga is the author of four poetry books and a
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photosynthesis
quiet - beyond the sun that levels at the forest
some of its slanted rays, dusk-bound roots of night stretch over the
bridge of this experiment: we make light into
a dearth of leaves, tinged with grief, amidst its chloroplasts.
…
there is a balance to be regained, a foothold, as we
scale the wall of filtered afterglow.
behind the pale evening
an urn of darkness keeps the moment liquid
to the brim.
moons ascend, transparent,
while the sun evicts the latest hope of verdant courage.
we mourn – curled up inside a crevice in the bark.
…
silence is an enduring tribe
it lives through the shushing of
the color and the extinction of the veins that pulse
as a molecule of oxygen exits, unscathed,
from the green factory of the woods.
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writer who studied at the University of King’s College, Halifax, and is currently an MFA student in
UBC’s Creative Writing program. She loves to work
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and other pursuits.
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Is a Violin a Fiddle, and Other
Things People Really Want to Know.
3.
Violin
Learn me : learn me really good and see.
I am all vowels — all ! — and

1.
Orchestra
Cello bows like tapestry needles
the air a loom and notes weaving
overunder in and in and out : pressing
upwards in
a gold n blue key

if you can learn me
good enough to teach me
some of those consonants you
click behind your teeth & at
the bottom of your mouth

a tapestry or a cloth or a quilt folding
seams of sounds seamless
bowed and strung together [hanging] [shining]
in a bluegold key above : a symphon
a tapest…

I’ll speak you some music
(compulsive,
flexible)
with a reddish woody human voice.

a winding silky soundroad
bowing notes along long bowed notes
needles weaving silky strings
like a cloth, a quilt, a great looming symphony,
like a
booming
ta
pes
		
try

4.
Fiddle
(Give my strings a bow and two
hands that know
how to hold me and fold me and unfold me
and
teach me to sing like sharp saltyair
and tiny tiny little drops of rain:
the music I make grows out of the
cracks between floorboards and
patches of light on walls.)

2.
Ceilidh
Supposedly there are two old
languages that meet
at the
intersection between mea
ning and music :
these are, peculiarly,
Estonian and Gaelic.
Many fiddlers
have very fast fingers;
anyways they sound like a
tapdance sung by a
hammer or a weir.
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Bruce McRae, a Canadian musician currently residing on Salt Spring Island BC, is a multiple Pushcart
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Black

From one absence into another.
What zero tastes like.
What the senses gain come darkness,
all hands lost to the tempest.
*
The sun never rises, never sets.
In a land that light forgot
no two spaces are identical.
We are all our own devils.
*
A congress of shadows is meeting.
It’s perpetually midnight, the curtains drawn.
Oaths are recited with eyes closed,
the blind bleeding the blind.
*
I was that crow among ravens,
a small hole among larger holes.
So let me tell you about the sunless places.
Let me tell you of our fruitless excavations.
*
One night begets other nights,
black running away with the colours,
black gathering up her dead.
A new moon broods over the horizon.
*
Evil, in elegant attire.
Grief, with that scent of mystery.
Like a gathering of politicians and priests,
or truth when it’s censored.
*
It’s that mad hour between dusk and dawn.
Mother is sweeping in the cemetery.
Father is face down in the dirt.
And for music, a ballad of constant weeping.
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King Tide Quinalt (Oil on Canvas) By Judith Skillman
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Rod Carley

Botox and the
Brontosaurus

I

wish I had the teeth of a brontosaurus.
The brontosaurus did not chew her food. Her
chisel-like teeth swallowed plants whole. My dentist reminds me to chew my food before swallowing.
I also grind my teeth. According to dental paleontologists, so did the brontosaurus. It is a subconscious action – the jaw clenches and the upper and lower arches
of the teeth rub against each other.
I was not aware that I ground my teeth until
my partner, Neil, woke me up in the middle of the
night. At first, he thought the harsh gnashing sounds
were Salinger’s snores. Or a raccoon in the attic. Perhaps an army of crickets under the bed.
Stress and anxiety are the usual causes of
rinding. I admit I have been depressed since my mother’s death – I miss her long and winding voicemails.
Moreover, I have a lot on my plate at home. Neil has
Photo by Ed Regan become obsessed with his ancestry and recently disRod’s new novel, KINMOUNT, is now available. His
covered that he and I are seventh cousins, dating back
first novel, A Matter of Will, was a finalist for the 2018 to Elizabethan aristocracy. He was a Lord and I was a
Northern Lit Award for Fiction. His non-fiction short
Jester. Some things never change. Psychologically, I
story, A Farewell to Steam, was featured in the North- find it hard to have sex with a cousin unless I play the
ern Ontario anthology 150 Years Up North and More. banjo and have one tooth.
His fictional short story, Botox and the Brontosaurus,
At the college, I am fighting a losing battle
is featured in Cloud Lake Literary’s inaugural online
against the collapse of the English language. It isn’t
review. Rod is also an award-winning director, playmy students’ inability to properly use a comma that
wright and actor, having directed and produced over
sends me into a punctuation coma, it’s their apathy.
100 theatrical productions to date. He was the 2009
My primary function is to make sure the welding stuwinner of TVO’s Big Ideas/Best Lecturer competition.
dents graduate and can write a job application letter.
Proper spelling is encouraged but ignored, punctuation
City: North Bay, ON
optional, grammar entirely unnecessary.
Three solid reasons for eleven rounds of nocWebsite: rodcarley.ca
turnal teeth grinding. I feel guilty when I compare my
Facebook: Rod Carley
plight to that of the brontosaurus. She had to worry
Instagram: @rdcarley
about predators with twelve- inch sharp teeth and the
Twitter: @carley_rod
possible extinction of her species.
The following week I took my first sick day in
©2020 Rod Carley
years and went to my dentist to get a mold made for a
mouth-guard. The brontosaurus did not have a mouthguard; she didn’t need one because she replaced her
teeth rapidly, going through thousands in her lifetime.
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The average brontosaurus replaced a tooth every thirty-five days. The process was continuous; as the
worn-down crowns were shed other new pristine teeth
took their place and the root of the tooth was absorbed.
Grinding problem solved.
Evolution is not kind to teeth. Any brontosaurus genetics I might have inherited disappeared generations ago. Otherwise, I could’ve made a fortune in
tooth-fairy stock and retired at the age of forty.
My sister, Evie, is a Jungian analyst. She mails
me unsolicited helpful quotes ad nauseam. Apparently,
Carl Jung was the first to theorize that “too much of
the dinosaur distorts the civilized man” and, conversely, “too much civilization makes sick dinosaurs.” He
actually said “animal” not “dinosaur,” and was referring to the shadow-side of human nature, which makes
a lot more sense when you think about it, but my sister
prefers to mix her species. Evie firmly believes that
civilized people in the western world are grindingly
sick. I cannot disagree. It is more than just the fall
of the English language. “It is sexting, selfies, and
TikTok,” her last e-mail read. “Global narcissism is
destroying us.”
My dentist resembles the Bohemian novelist,
Franz Kafka, big rubbery ears and all. He wears a
necklace under his green dental scrubs made out of
human teeth he’s pulled. I worry I’ll be sitting in his
reclining chair someday and a giant cockroach will
enter the room and rip out a tooth. Maybe the cause of
my teeth grinding is my fear of my dentist.
The last time I was at Dr. Kafka’s office for a
filling, he was in the middle of telling me how important it is to floss when his dentures fell out of his mouth
and hit me on the head. Dr. Kafka does not exactly
inspire confidence. Lying in his examining chair, I
imagine him metamorphosing into his true insect self.
Whenever the hygienist opens the door, I expect him
to run and hide under the rinsing sink.
“It’s not brain surgery, unless I slip,” he jokes
cryptically in that thick German accent of his, picking
away at the crown on my back bottom molar before
preparing the mold.
CRACK!
A small piece of the crown breaks off. “Not
good, Mr. Black, you’re going to need a new crown.”
Crowns are expensive. Moreover, they aren’t
covered by my college benefits package.
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“Can’t you just do a tiara instead?” I say, able
to speak because Dr. Kafka has momentarily removed
his scaler from my molar.
He ignores my quip and sticks his latex glove
further in my mouth. It is a raspberry-flavoured glove
designed for children. Under normal circumstances, I
like raspberry – pie, jam, tarts, basically anything. An
artificially flavoured latex substitute being rammed
down my throat is another story.
“Can you guess the taste?” he says. He sounds
like an overly enthusiastic third-grade teacher who
just got a new issue of Mad Magazine, translated into
German.
Dr. Kafka always asks me questions when his
hands are somewhere in my mouth. When I answer in
gibberish, he laughs, “What’s wrong, dentist got your
tongue?” He puts his ear to my mouth and acts surprised. “I can hear the ocean!” he guffaws. My dentist
is a frustrated stand-up comedian.
“You have a lot of decay, Mr. Black,” he says
removing the glove. “Are you flossing regularly?”
“Every day,” I lie.
I have not flossed since the day of my last
teeth cleaning four months ago. I strive to floss daily
but fall short of my lofty goal, not because I am lazy
or can’t manage the proper technique, but because my
bottom teeth are crooked. I shred dental floss the way
Moby Dick shredded whalers. Growing up, my father
was too cheap to pay for braces. There is a big difference between frugal and cheap. My dad was cheap.
He used the same tea bag for a week. His dentist’s
nose resembled a mashed-in eggplant. He moonlighted as an amateur boxer and took one too many blows
to the head. He convinced my father that, if he pulled
the right tooth, the rest of my teeth would naturally
fall into place, lining up in formation - the dental
equivalent of a Rockettes kick-line. Crowding problem solved at half the price.
His dentist pulled the right tooth and the
remainder of my bottom teeth fell to the left, leaving them more crooked and crowded than they were
before. The inside of my mouth resembles a nineteenth-century tenement apartment. It is like having
twenty-five Irish immigrants living in my gums. I am
still afraid of stupid people.
My zealous dental hygienist is a super flosser. “Hug the neck of the tooth,” she screams while

ramming her elbows inside my mouth. She gets so far
below my gum line I think she’s going to discover oil.
“I brush my teeth all the time,” I tell Dr. Kafka, sounding like one of my students explaining how
they studied for days but still managed to not answer
a single test question.
“What end of the toothbrush are you using?”
he deadpans.
Dr. Kafka makes me feel like I am the missing
link of dental care. I don’t have tartar; I have fossilized stone. You could construct a brontosaurus skeleton out of my plaque.
I am his captive audience of one, subject to his
dentist babble whenever the dental hygienist steps out
of the room: “Your molar is like bad sex,” he whispers hoarsely in my ear, “If it hurts, pull it out.”
He creeps me out. I leave in a hurry without
having the mold taken or snagging a complementary
toothbrush, making up an excuse about being late to
proctor an exam.
*
“Did you order one-hundred green tennis balls
from Amazon?” Neil says, as I walk through the front
door a half-hour later.
“No.” My teeth start to grind and it is not even
noon yet.
Salinger pretends to read the newspaper. I
have to remember to change the password on my tablet. Last month he hacked into my Instagram account.
Salinger is our Jack Russell Terrier. We got him from
a breeder in Cornish, New Hampshire. I kid you not.
I plunk myself down on the sofa. “I’m through
with Dr. Cockroach.”
“Keep your friends close, and your ‘enamels’
closer,” Neil replies.
“Very funny.” I am not in the mood for more
dental humour.
“You should try Botox,” he says nonchalantly.
“What?” My grinding comes to an abrupt
stop.
“I looked into it while you were visiting the
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,” he says smoothly.
“I don’t need my lines and wrinkles removed.”
Well, I do actually. “I need my teeth to stop grinding.”
“Botox blocks the nerve signals to specific
muscles. The injections inhibit the muscle movement
in your jaw.” He sounds like one of those fake phy-
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sicians in commercials. All that’s missing is the white
lab coat.
I put on my teaching voice. “You do know
Botox comes from the word ‘botulous?’”
“Your point is?” he responds briskly, looking at
his iPhone. I hate it when he goes all Downton Abbey
on me.
“You know where botulism comes from?”
“Rotten sausage. And you’re being a silly one.”
“It’s the poison found in bad meat. It can paralyze you.”
“You’re overreacting.”
“It can kill you.”
“That’s only in rare cases. If you use too high
a dose. Botox is no more dangerous than laser eye
surgery or flying to Mexico.”
“Which is why I wear glasses, take a sleeping
pill, and book an aisle seat next to a safety exit.”
Neil shrugs. “You hate Dr. Cockroach, right?”
“Yes.” He’s backing me into a corner - of the
sofa cushion. “So?”
“Botox will relax your jaw muscles while you
sleep so you stop grinding your teeth,” he says. “The
injection is effective for six months. A fifteen-minute
procedure and it doesn’t affect chewing, talking, or
eating. Piece of cake.”
“When did you become the big Botox expert?”
It hits me. “You are using it.”
Before he can protest, “You are.” It is my turn
to back him into a sofa cushion. “You’re getting Botox
injections.”
Then it really hits me – Neil has barely moved
his mouth in months.
“No wonder you never age.”
“I was going to tell him,” he says to Salinger
who looks away and licks his penis.
“You’re not Dorian Gray, you’re Boris Botox.”
“I didn’t intend to keep it a secret.”
“What, that you’ve been injecting your forehead and cheeks with poisoned sausage?”
And I wonder why I have trust issues. “Just when
were you planning on telling me?”
“I knew this is how you’d react.”
“How else would a sane person react? Have
you ever watched a sausage go bad?”
“It’s not a big deal, Rudy”
`
“Not a big deal? You’ve been lying to me,

Neil.”

“Don’t get your speedo in a twist. Just because
I didn’t tell you doesn’t mean I’m lying.”
“Equivocator!”
“Will you calm down?”
“You’re worse than Macbeth.”
“You’ll grind your teeth to dust.”
“How long has this been going on?”
He spills the Botox beans.
“I’ve been going to a specialist for a year.”
“A year? No wonder you look like Simon
Cowell. How much does this little fountain of youth of
yours cost?”
“Four-hundred and fifty dollars.” He pauses,
avoiding my eye. “Every four months.”
“And now you want to turn me into Courtney
Cox?” I manage a laugh.
“I want to save your teeth so you’re not wearing dentures before your sixty.”
My grandmother always took good care of
her teeth - she kept them by her bedside in a glass of
water.
*
I read up on the history of Botox on the internet. It really is hilarious. First found in some rotten
blood sausages back in 1820, the maniac who discovered it went on to inject himself with varying amounts
of the poisonous organism to see what it would do.
He found that it caused paralysis, which could prove
deadly. He was the first posthumous recipient of a
Darwin Award. Sixty years later, someone brought
a bad ham to a post-funeral dinner party in Belgium
and six guests died as a result. Another mad scientist
caught wind, did some research, and eventually all
of the different strains of botulism were sussed out and
named.
From there, governments tried to figure out
a way to use it as a weapon. During World War II,
some evil geniuses devised a scheme to have prostitutes sneak botulism capsules into the cocktails of
high-ranking Japanese military personnel, but the plan
never materialized. The prostitutes gave them syphilis
instead.
Then, in the late 1970s, a post-hippie scientist
lights up a joint and says to his lab assistant, “Hey, remember that paralysis stuff from a hundred years ago?
Let’s chill on the warmongering for a second and see

“A few days later, my eye
closes shut. I can’t open it
no matter how much I
concentrate while looking
in the mirror. I start
wearing an eyepatch,
telling colleagues and
students that I’ve had
surgery on a sty.”
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“A week later I make a
phone call and book an
appointment with Neil’s
specialist for an
anti-grinding Botox
treatment. His plastic
surgeon, a confident
handsome man in his
early forties, injects my
jaw muscles.”
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if we can do anything kind-hearted and revolutionary
with this?”
Then he did.
The first major medical use of bad sausage
toxin took hold in the early 1980s. It was tested as a
treatment for cross-eyes. Botox, the toxin’s new clinical name, relaxed specific muscles which controlled
movement in the eye, reducing the misalignment of
the eye. An accidental side effect occurred - frown
lines and forehead wrinkles disappeared. Faster than
Jennifer Grey could say facial paralysis, the American
Food and Drug Administration approved Botox for
cosmetic use. Canada’s lines and wrinkles followed
suit. Lawyers and politicians turned to Botox to stop
their facial expressions from giving away their lies in
court and government.
The closest I’ve ever come to a skin care
regimen is lowering the bulb wattage in the bathroom
vanity light. My real hesitation with Botox comes
from not wanting to look weird: waxed, stony, or eerily airbrushed. Unlike myself.
A week later I make a phone call and book an
appointment with Neil’s specialist for an anti-grinding Botox treatment. His plastic surgeon, a confident
handsome man in his early forties, injects my jaw
muscles. He speaks quietly, “Want me to fix those
crow’s feet while I’m at it?”
I’m having a low self-esteem day; the creases
in my forehead are getting deeper, my wrinkles are
breeding, so…
Later, Evie said I fell under the spell of the
Halo Effect. I equated the doctor’s good looks with
actual goodness. I did that enough times in my youth
to disastrous effect you’d think I would know better.
Apparently not. “You aren’t going to turn me into a
Kardashian?” I respond with a halo-loving grin.
“I’ll be using this new ‘Tom Cruise’ Botox,” he
grins, filling a needle. “Top Gun.”
“I’ll pass.” The last thing I want is to look like
a plastic scientology freak. “How about just a few hits
of the same stuff you use on Neil?”
“The ‘Bradley Cooper’ it is. I can also inject
some into your scrotum to stop your testicles from
perspiring.”
I can’t tell if he is joking, so I pass. I am too
embarrassed to admit my balls sweat like two baseballs in a shower.

He pokes me twice between my brows, three
times above them, and six times around my crow’s
feet. Some of the shots hurt, some I don’t feel at all.
He boasts of a light steady hand and subtle technique
– he turns my forehead into concrete. It feels heavy
and numb, like my mouth after a filling.
Botox takes up to a week to become fully
effective. At first, I don’t notice any difference. However, slowly I see my face begin to change. I stare in
the mirror; my wrinkles are barely visible. By the following Friday my forehead is preternaturally smooth.
I look like Lord Voldemort from Harry Potter.
Unbeknownst to me, Neil’s doctor also
gave me a brow lift that left me with embarrassingly-winged eyebrows, a bizarre hybrid of Angelina
Jolie’s Maleficent and Jack Nicholson.
I try to blink.
Nothing.
I try to open my mouth.
Nothing.
My smile has gone terribly wrong. It drops
in the centre, giving me a strange, slightly sinister
curve. My left eyelid starts to droop. The asymmetry
is slight, but to me, it is glaring. I look like a Picasso
painting come to life.
I take to staring at my shoes.
It gets worse. A few days later, my eye closes
shut. I can’t open it no matter how much I concentrate while looking in the mirror. I start wearing an
eyepatch, telling colleagues and students that I’ve
had surgery on a sty. I phone Neil’s doctor, sending
him dozens of photos, all of which look the same. He
doesn’t return my calls. I am trapped in my own skin.
My expressions are essentially crippled. I
am a different person; a woefully dispassionate man
whose smile I do not recognize. I cannot show outward disgust even if want to. At best, I appear “nice”
and “vacant,” two descriptors I despise and actively
shun. At worst, I look like a mannequin.
I receive a terse e-mail from Evie. “There’s
evidence that not being able to express
empathy through mimicry and mirroring inhibits the
ability to feel empathy. Good luck, Narcissus.”
Neil and Salinger react to my frozen face by
laughing so hard they fall down on the living room
shag rug.
“Thanks,” I try to say. “Thanks a lot.”
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“No, I feel bad for you.” Neil gasps between
laughing spasms, clutching his stomach and wiping
away tears. “I do, I really do.”
Salinger can’t not stop laughing. His bark
scares off ten mail carriers, forty dogs and cats, five
newspaper girls, twenty-three cyclists, and two Mormons.
Unlike with Neil, I can’t explain to the guy
working the Tim Horton’s drive-thru or my colleagues
and students why my face doesn’t move the way it
used to. The paralysis is only supposed to last for
three months at which point I’ll begin to slowly get
control of my muscles.
But what if the paralysis doesn’t go away?
I’ll be the one paralytic irreversible Botox
injection statistic.
Forget booking an aisle seat, I’ll have to travel
in the cargo hold.
Trapped in my own face gives me a new perspective on the popularity of Botox. I start watching
reality shows starring middle-aged women, and I am
shocked to see that they accuse each other of being
phony, of shedding crocodile tears, of iciness, and
cunning. I now want to defend these women. It’s not
that they’re actively choosing to hoodwink television
audiences; they are themselves being duped and imprisoned in the pursuit of everlasting youth and beauty. A frozen face is not a beautiful face. No wonder
they have to scream hysterically and flip tables to get
their feelings heard. Botox is to actors what steroids
are to athletes – a performance-enhancing lie. Even
animals are getting Botox. Saudi Arabia’s annual
camel beauty contest disqualified twelve camels after
a vet got caught injecting them with Botox to make
their pouts look more alluring.
For six weeks, my eye remains closed.
I visit Dr. Kafka for a grinding check-up. As I
lay foolishly back in his chair, he instructs me to open
wide.
I can barely open my mouth.
“When I was growing up plastic surgery was
a taboo subject for men,” he smirks. “Today if you
mention Botox no one raises an eyebrow.”
I should have ordered a mouth guard with a
cyanide capsule.
Eventually, I tell friends and colleagues about
my stint as a pirate. As I suspected, they are com-

pletely mystified. Why did I get a toxin injected into
my face to begin with?
“Two paths merged in the woods,” I explain, “I
took the psychopath.”
Something changed in me after I recovered. As
I look at the multitude of frozen faces on TV, I begin
to see the beauty of the natural ones. Botox is a tool of
oppression, no less sinister and insidious for the fact
that its users willingly self-administer. My silly sixweek trauma has helped me settle into the idea of my
mortality. When I die, I don’t want to donate my face
to Tupperware.
The brontosaurus didn’t have to worry about
Botox injections and eyepatches. However, unlike the
brontosaurus, I did eventually stop grinding my teeth.
Fear of aging, the culprit all along. Getting older is a
reality, and I have decided to embrace myself like a
recycled teenager, despite being able to pinch an inch
on my forehead. After all, age is only a state of chewing and eating slower.
My face remains injection-and-sausage-free.
Neil stopped his injections too.
He still has no wrinkles, the lucky bastard.
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Limited Liability

Matthew Del Papa

T

here was a party going on inside Practical Technologies Incorporated. Loud music, cheering,
alcohol. Everyone associated with the company,
from PTI’s Founder and CEO to the fresh-faced summer interns, was celebrating.
Everyone that is, except for Gabe Peters. The
twenty-eight-year old stood outside the big converted
warehouse and chain-smoked in quiet misery.
The newly promoted Vice President of Product Safety
was alone…and not by choice.
No, he’d been asked to leave the party. Not just
asked, encouraged. His negativity finally proved too
much.
Gabe had lucked into a position at PTI almost a
decade back, while still in college. He’d joined the then
small start-up’s marketing department thanks to his ability to ‘dumb down’ technical jargon. The company had
been growing ever since but his career had stalled—until today.
Always a glass half-empty sort, Gabe had taken
his early Boy Scout training to heart and continually
‘Planned for the Worst.’ Only he couldn’t stop with
planning—no, he had to share his worries with everyone around him.
People at work called Gabe a pessimist and told
him, only half-joking, “You’re a wet blanket. Always
looking for the other shoe to drop. It’s what keeps you
from moving up or making friends.”
They criticized, but Gabe knew it was that same
attitude that made him so useful. There was, quite simply, no one at PTI better at identifying potential problems.
He’d become the ‘go to guy’ over the years, and
not just in marketing. Every department ran their ideas
by Gabe. And, even though they never liked what he
had to say, they kept coming back.
But none of their criticism mattered to him.
Gabe had a steady job in a company on the cutting edge
and—most important of all—he made a difference. Or
rather he had…once.
This party had proven both his reward and his
breaking point.
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At first, people approached him offering congratulations and smiles. Their good mood never lasted
long. Gabe couldn’t keep quiet. He had to share. And
sharing bad news at a party did not go over well.
Before long the stream of well-wishers dwindled and Gabe found himself alone, separated from the
rest of the party by a visible—and growing—gap. Finally, inevitably, he’d been taken aside and asked to leave.
The eviction hadn’t been cruel, but still he felt pained.
“It’s going to end badly,” he said, standing
outside alone. “It’s all going to end very badly. But will
they listen?” He didn’t bother answering that question.
His solitude was enough answer.
*
Practical Technologies Incorporated had
opened on the stock market over a year before to little
fanfare. No one on Wall Street knew—or cared—what
it did. For most brokers it was just one of a hundred
new names scrolling across their screens. The stock
sat at less than a dollar a share through its first month’s
trading.
And then something happened. Something that
the employees had bet heavily on—even borrowing
money to fund that belief: PTI’s stock price went up.
Slowly at first, but then it took off seemingly overnight.
None of the experts had seen anything like it. The price
rose and just kept going up, closing earlier that afternoon at over two hundred dollars a share.
Every employee at the company became instantly
wealthy. They’d all been gifted shares when it went
public and, being true believers, they’d bought more.
Most bought a lot more.
Gabe had started the morning with nearly seventy thousand shares.
People speculated about what sparked the
dramatic rise? Rumours ran wild. But PTI’s employees
knew the truth.
So how did a relatively obscure technology
development company earn such unprecedented profits? Simple; they made dreams come true. Not just any
dreams either. No, they fulfilled a very select group’s
dreams: Science fiction geeks’.
Their first product—a working version of
Star Trek’s iconic all-purpose measuring device, the
Tri-corder—set the pattern. It looked and functioned
just like the fictional version (although for legal reasons
PTI had to call theirs a ‘Three-corder’). Scientists, doc-
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tors, and the military ordered the Three-corder by the
crate-load. And the show’s dedicated fans, known far
and wide as Trekkies? They couldn’t get enough of the
things.
Gabe and the rest of the Marketing department
barely had to push. The product sold itself. Word of
mouth was their best sales tool. Everyone who tried a
Three-corder loved it. Better still they shared their love
with friends and social media. It became a phenomenon.
But that didn’t send their stock into the proverbial stratosphere. No, that would come with their
second release.
Their latest product was a fully functioning
hover-board (named ‘Float-boards’ in all PTI’s adverts). The replica exactly mirrored the product featured in Back to the Future Part Two—no wheels or
gimmicks—and floated three inches above the ground.
It set sales records around the world.
Every kid, and quite a few adults, had to have
one. Float-boards were the newest ‘it’ toy. Stores were
overrun. Factories worked non-stop producing parts.
And still there were never enough. Profits exploded.
There was only one negative associated with the Floatboards much-hyped release—the injuries. Hundreds of
thousands of users made trips to the ER. Broken bones,
concussions, the list seemed endless.
Lawsuits naturally followed. Enough lawsuits that,
taken together, they could have been the end for PTI.
The company had, however, predicted the outcome…or rather one pessimistic employee had. Gabe
Peters took one look at the Float-board and foresaw
both the injuries and the resultant lawsuits. His constant urging prompted Product Testing to take a closer
look and their results, combined with Gabe’s dozens of
warning memos, pressured the company’s lawyers to
step in.
PTI had covered fully half the Float-boards visible packaging in warnings. The user’s manual ran over
a hundred pages, only three explaining the function of
the device. Everything else? Pure legalese. Waivers by
the handful and dozens of disclaimers were included
in each box. There were even online ‘how to’ videos,
complete with fine print and voice over warnings.
None of which mattered. Even with the myriad
injuries Float-boards were still selling faster than the
company could make them.

“Arriving at work that morning Gabe Peters hadn’t even set
his morning coffee down before he got called to a special
meeting ‘upstairs.’”
Times were good at Practical Technologies Incorporated. The future looked to be nothing but sunny
days…or it had until Gabe got an unexpected invite.
*
Arriving at work that morning Gabe Peters
hadn’t even set his morning coffee down before he got
called to a special meeting ‘upstairs’.
This can’t be good, he thought.
That pessimistic instinct went into overdrive
when he walked into the conference room to find the
company’s Founder and CEO fidgeting before the entire
grim-faced board of directors.
Tod Theodore Ruxell, or TeeTee as he insisted everyone call him, looked out of place. His faded
jeans and rumpled U of W sweatshirt a far cry from the
boards’ bespoke wardrobe of colour-coordinated pantsuits and perfectly pressed power ties.
Small and quiet, TeeTee was your typical
engineering genius—only comfortable with his work.
The man could do things with technology that seemed
almost magical. People, though, were a different matter.
“Um,” he said when Gabe entered the room. “I, ah,
wanted to thank,” TeeTee looked everywhere but at his
employee. “To, um, thank you. For the warnings. You
know, about the dangers of our last product. You, ah,
you saved us a lot of trouble. With the warnings, that
is.” He thrust his hand out and offered a quick, nervous
shake.
Swallowing visibly TeeTee continued, “Party
tonight. To, you know, celebrate. Everyone is invited.”
He tried to smile and managed something close. “Our
next release is being announced tomorrow. We’d, um,
appreciate any more. Warnings,” he added hurriedly, in
case it was unclear. “I’ve emailed you the memo. Keep
up the good work, okay. And ah, thanks again.”
With that TeeTee nodded and scurried from the room.
Gabe looked at those remaining unsure what to do next.
“Don’t mind TeeTee,” one board member said,
standing to shake Gabe’s hand. “He doesn’t do crowds.”
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Another board member glanced around the
conference room, and all eight people gathered, before
shrugging. He offered a professional smile and said,
“In thanks for your good work it’s been decided you
deserve a promotion. How’s ‘Vice President of Product
Safety’ sound?”
Not knowing what to say Gabe’s face split into
a giant grin. He needed a moment before managing,
“Good. Great!”
The rest of the board took turns shaking his
hand before filing out.
Standing there, stunned at the change of his
fortunes, Gabe tried to wrap his head around the last
few minutes.
“Wonder if the promotion comes with a raise?”
he asked the empty room. Then, laughing, said, “I’d be
happy with a parking spot,” and went back to his desk.
He checked his email and found TeeTee’s
promised memo announcing their next product.
Gabe double-clicked with enthusiasm. Then he
read it and his momentary happiness drained quicker
than the colour from his face. Sitting in stunned silence
PTI’s resident wet blanket didn’t need long to work
through the implications. He began scribbling notes,
only to stop and whisper, “There’s never enough warnings. Not for this.”
That said Gabe picked up the phone and, frantic, called his broker. “Sell it,” he all but shouted. “Sell
it all. Now!”
*
Gabe arrived at the party, his party, preoccupied. He cornered co-workers and voiced his worries.
Those worries caused him to come on a bit strong.
“It’s all going to end badly,” he said, over and
over, voice near hysterics.
Things went downhill from there.
Later that evening, standing outside alone Gabe
Peters realized the truth: No one wants to listen. Not to
me. Not now.

“I’ll have to show them,” he said, standing a
little straighter. “It’s the only way they’ll see.” Crushing
his last cigarette underfoot, he hurried home and begin
listing all the things that could—and, somehow, he
knew would—go wrong with PTI’s next product.
*
He reached the office early the following morning, red-eyed and hauling a stack of papers nearly a foot
thick.
Gabe presented his night’s work to the entire
board, rushing through one horrifying scenario after
another, and they didn’t say a word—just looked to the
company’s Founder and CEO.
TeeTee frowned in thought then cleared his
throat. “That is most, ah, troubling. Could you consult
our lawyers and, you know…fix it? Compose some
warnings or, uh, something?” He shrugged and looked
around the room as if searching for support. “We’re
excited about this product. It has, ah, potential.”
Gabe nodded at that. He’d spent most of the
night worrying over the product and its ‘potential’. The
few minutes of sleep he did manage were restless, full
of nightmarish dreams about Practical Technologies
Incorporated’s next release. “I’ll do my best,” he said.
Keeping the certainty—Not that it will do any good—to
himself.
Fleeing the hopeful look in TeeTee’s eyes—the
Founder and CEO’s belief in Gabe was absolute and
much more motivating than the board members’ intimidating stares—Gabe Peters hurried to his desk, determined to fix things.
For a moment the twenty-eight-year old debated
warning his co-workers and advising them to sell their
shares too. But he knew they’d never listen. Not to him.
He was ‘Grumbling Gabe’ after all—Mister Wet
Blanket.
And they were too excited by the thought of
having their very own light-sabres.
“I’m ordering one in every colour,” he heard a

voice say as he sat in his small office and added more
warnings to his already long list. Not responsible for
accidental amputations.
Gabe shook his head as another pair of
co-workers busily fought an imaginary light-sabre duel
through the halls, complete with their own “Whoosh,
Whoosh” sound effects.
Somehow Gabe didn’t think real working
light-sabres, like those in the Star Wars movies, would
prove as much fun. The damn things cut through anything!
Hours passed and the warnings grew:
Not for indoor use.
Do not throw.
Keep out of reach of children.
Mind wandering, Gabe free-associated possibilities and wrote a warning for each and every one,
knowing he’d need weeks—maybe months—to even
make a dent in PTI’s potential liabilities.
About to send his preliminary report Gabe’s
email chimed.
The art department had forwarded him a rough
demo of the proposed ‘Light-sword’ packaging. He
opened it on his computer screen and stared in disbelief—two smiling children swung Light-swords at each
other without a care in the world.
It was eye-catching.
It was alluring.
It was a lie.
A bit of typing corrected that. In bright red
letters three times as big as Light-sword he added, 		
‘Warning: This product is NOT a toy!’
Saving the change, he attached the revised artwork to his report and hit SEND. “Nothing left to do…
except hope for the best.”
*
Word of PTI’s Light-sword hit the street like
a bomb. Described far and wide as a ‘technological
breakthrough,’ commentators and industry experts

“Fleeing the hopeful look in TeeTee’s eyes - the Founder and
CEO’s belief in Gabe was absolute and much more
motivating than the board members’ intimidating stares . . . ”
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threw around terms like ‘revolutionary,’ ‘ground-breaking,’ and ‘game changer’ with gleeful abandon.
Cheers echoed throughout the office with each
new superlative. Gathered around their computers,
employees hugged and high-fived as the good news
rolled in. Someone put a live stock ticker on screen and
everyone celebrated when Practical Technology Industries turn came.
Everyone except Gabe Peters.
Having divested himself of all his shares the
previous day Gabe had zero interest in watching the live
feed—especially with Practical Technology Industries’
stock price shooting ever higher. Instead he threw himself into his work. Then his phone rang.
“Get up here right now!” a voice screamed in
his ear. Gabe was still trying to place the panicked voice
when it continued, “The government is shutting us
down.”
The gathered board members looked dour. Gabe
hurried into the room only to stop on seeing the company’s founder and CEO, TeeTee, huddled in a corner like
his best friend had just died.
“What is it?” Gabe asked. “What happened?” he
added, barely holding back on: What went wrong?
“The government just called,” one board
member said. She sounded shocked as she explained
“They’ve seen our patent and aren’t letting us take the
lightsabre to market.”
“Light-sword,” another board member corrected
absently.
“Seriously!” the first demanded. “You’re going
to correct me now? Over a matter of copyright infringement?”
The argument flared up and died nearly as
quickly when Gabe shouted one word: “Why?”
“Too dangerous.”
“They labelled it a hazard!”
“Not in the public interest.”
Reasons rained down upon Gabe Peters. All of
them sounded legitimate and all of them mirrored concerns he’d been fighting. “So, what do we do now?” he
asked.
None of the high-priced executives answered.
Heads turned to TeeTee. The technological wizard had
saved the company before, pulling some mechanical
miracle or another from his hat, but this time he had
nothing. Barely managing a shrug, he looked lost.

“We need to think outside the box,” one executive suggested. The rest winced at the corporate double-talk, recognizing a meaningless phrase when they
heard it.
Gabe though wasn’t as cynical. He took the
phrase at face value and it set his mind spinning in
a hundred different directions. Long, quiet moments
passed before Gabe Peters shouted, “That’s it!”
Seeing everyone staring at him he smiled and
said, “We can’t sell to the public. The Light-sword is
too dangerous, right? So…let’s sell it to the people who
like dangerous.”
It took some time for the rest to catch up. “The
army?”
“Not just them. Demolition experts, mining
companies, there’s no end of uses! Forestry, construction, recycling plants, hospitals—who wouldn’t want
a tool that can cut through anything? We could sell
millions…and charge a lot more than the public would
ever think of paying.”
The board members, desperate for leadership, latched
onto the idea. “This could open a whole new revenue
stream,” one whispered in awe.
“Government procurement contracts!”
“We could underwrite our entire R&D budget.
Get the feds to fund all our future research.”
Enthusiasm spread and they rushed to jump on
bandwagon. Even TeeTee emerged from his funk to
nod along. “You just, ah, saved the company,” he said
at last. “How can I, you know…thank you?”
Tempted to wave the gratitude away Gabe
instead took a chance and answered, “How about a seat
on the board and a hundred thousand shares?” Mentally
crossing his fingers, he waited for a reply.
Disbelieving silence gripped the room until
TeeTee announced, “Done!” and thrust his hand out
to seal the deal. “You can start by helping me with our
next product.”
“Which is?”
TeeTee smiled, “A jet pack.”
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The One

Darren Bradley Jones

H

igh and bored and surrounded by blank and
dust covered canvas, She-Diddy rises nervous
and excited and walks the modest snow-dusted
blocks to the bar, circumventing the line to wave over
the shoulders of those paying cover to the young woman in the booth, a gesture of acknowledgement over
greeting. Coat off, boots kicked dry, the mirror lined
shelving reflect her distorted face through dried splatters
of liquor, her gin and tonic a double ordered with a nod,
she sits and drinks and waits for Feminem.
It’d been months.
Inseparable and directionless after graduation
and bonded over the unemployable nature of art school
grads and the betrayals of men, they seized control,
refusing to let chauvinistic labels distort the joy they
found in their promiscuity; rebelling against the idea of
needing a man to define them. Favouring men they’d
chosen to seduce over those arrogant enough to approach them, eyes rolled at lame pick-up lines, laughter
dismissive and humiliating, She-Diddy and Feminem
would smile proud and clink glasses upon hearing bitch
and slut muttered at their backs.
Tonight Feminem summoned her from her
couch with a rare and welcomed text inviting her to join
her and Andrew for last call, saying she’s excited to see
her, she misses her, and she has news.
Andrew, who was really funny.
Andrew, whose name now punctuated each of
Feminem’s stories.
Andrew, who they’d seduced into a three-way
that became a two-way as quickly as She-Diddy became a voyeur, chain-smoking and bored. She listened
while they talked through the night, Andrew’s pretentious gushing over Feminem’s portfolio keeping her
awake. In the morning she woke him, telling him it was
time to leave with the patience of someone who’d asked
more than once.
Hey, Diddy, Dennis says, leaning against her.
You look absolutely fuck-able tonight, he whispers,
hand tracing her back, stopping at her hip. She doesn’t
look fuck-able. She’d pulled a hoodie and a toque over
slept in jeans and t-shirt minutes after Feminem had
messaged her, yesterday’s make-up touched up and
straightened.
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She-Diddy’s mother had warned her not to risk
giving herself to someone who did nothing more to woo
her than compliment her on her low cut top, buy her a
drink, and lace the conversation with things she wanted
to hear.
The One should always make you feel safe.
The One should inspire you to greatness.
The One should be man enough to stick around
when you tell him you’re pregnant.
Always the pragmatist, never the embittered
victim; She-Diddy wondered what her mother’s opinions would’ve been if her father had stuck around.
There was no glass slippers or eleventh-hour
rescues. There was only attractive or charming, smart or
funny, polite or hung like a zoo spectacle, yet men were
never blessed with more than two traits combined.
Feminem lacks only endowment—a score better
than any man she’d ever encountered. With a chuckle
she resents her own sexual orientation, wishing it could
be reset as easily as her search perimeters on Tinder.
Dennis orders three Jagermeisters, leaning
closer to She-Diddy, gesturing to Cassie behind the bar
to drink the third. She-Diddy sighs and shakes her head.
You don’t have to do this, she says. I’m not going home
with you.
I’ve heard that one before, he says. It’s growing
on me.
She punches his shoulder, calling him a jerk,
her affection bordering on sisterly. He laughs before
toasting nothing to She-Diddy and Cassie. She-Diddy
drinks, scanning the room, weaving her gaze through
the crowd, cataloging cocktail dresses and backwards
ball-caps, a man with great hair out of place in a blazer.
Dennis spins his smile into view, saying something about how aliens have landed in Costa Rica,
laughing and asking her how crazy she thinks that is,
She-Diddy nodding, trying to hide her judgement while
he drones on with this week’s conspiracy theory.
Dennis always dresses well, designer labels
purchased from a guy who knows a guy who gives
him a deal afforded by a less than reputable distributor.
These vaguely criminal ties contribute to his bad-boy
appeal. The apartment above the trendy dive-bar is the
eye-widening envy of the girls he draws there, unless
the girl is older than twenty-seven—the exact age
She-Diddy feels a girl begins to smell her thirties—the
age when having an apartment above a bar becomes ju-
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venile, inspiring judgement, arm-crossed and sneering
while observing Scarface and Bob Marley posters hung
over drywall craters; bowls encrusted with macaroni
and cigarette butts hidden beneath a milk-crate coffee
table. But She-Diddy is twenty-six, and her already low
standards nose-dive with every drink, every shot taken,
and every minute the clock ticks closer to two.
Breath hot on her neck, Dennis asks if she
wants a bump.
Not right now, she says, and this is when Feminem walks into the room, arms spread like a messiah
greeting her flock. She hobbles on high heals in a slender cocktail dress, blond hair in tight ringlets, Andrew
in her wake, hands in his pockets, careful not to touch
anything.
She-Diddy runs to her smiling. They embrace
and squeal like children and bounce in place before
holding each other’s faces, kisses pecked across cheeks
to find lips, blushing, bodies parting. In chorus they say
I miss you, and they laugh, holding hands and walking
toward the bar; Feminem missing She-Diddy like a
favourite song she hasn’t heard in a while; She-Diddy
missing Feminem like a limb.
They lift shots to their lips, a chore to earn their
greeting’s remainder. She-Diddy sucks back her shot,
ordering another round, considering Dennis’s offer—cocaine cut with Kool-aid to provide a blueberry
flavoured post-nasal drip—knowing what it will cost.
I’ve missed you soooo much! Feminem says,
dropping her head to She-Diddy’s shoulder.
I’ve missed you too!
So, what’s new?
Nothing much.
Been painting at all?
A little bit, she lies.
Any new boys in your life?
Always, She-Diddy says, shrugging. No cock
in the city could fill the void left by Feminem’s company on the couch, smoking weed and marathoning
Drag Race. So, what’s your big news? You and Andrew
moving in together?
No! she laughs. She rolls her eyes. I’m having
a show, Feminem whispers, smiling and squeezing
She-Diddy’s hand. Well, it’s a group show, but still. I
finished a series and I’m going to have six pieces in an
actual fucking gallery!
She-Diddy gasps with the same excitement she

would humour a child, hugging her, telling her she’s
happy for her, hatred swelling unwelcome in her gut.

“She-Diddy gasps with the
same excitement she would
humour a child, hugging
her, telling her she’s happy
for her, hatred swelling unwelcome in her gut.”
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The band plays a Neil Diamond cover to the
drunken choir from the dance floor, hips moving, heads
nodding, forgotten verses mumbled. Cassie pours shots
and they raise their glasses to congratulate Feminem on
her impending exhibit. The room swells with servers
and bartenders and cooks who’ve been relieved early
enough to make it for a drink, stock-piling their alcohol, shots and beers and doubles all ordered for those
who are on their way but running late.
So, you and Dennis are hanging out a lot, Feminem says. She-Diddy considers this—in the days and
weeks and months since Feminem had begun to favour
spending time with Andrew, Dennis had become her
fall-back drinking buddy, her wingman in best case
scenarios, casual morning regret in others.
I guess, she says.
You’re not dating him, are you?
She-Diddy laughs, shaking her head, protesting against the suggestion with a guffaw on which the
words Fuck, no! fell from her lips.
Feminem’s face sours. Thank god!
Why would you think that? she says. He was a
layabout with no ambitions, spending his days getting
stoned in his apartment, his nights getting drunk and
having meaningless flings, working the minimum
required to keep his bar tab paid, his bong packed, his
rent from falling behind. We have nothing in common!
Then why are you wasting your time with him?
You can do better.
I can do better?
You should, do better.
Judgey much? She-Diddy stares down her
friend, watching her face for betrayal—her make-up
patiently applied, hair sculpted to frame her face, dress
hugging her body in all the right places. Sleeping till
noon, she saw, has since been exchanged with time
at the gym, a diet of greens and smoothies replacing
greasy diner breakfasts and brunch mimosas. Legs
lean, stomach flat, folds that once presented over waistbands now absent. What happened to you? You’ve
changed.
One of us had to, Feminem says. She sips her
drink, half turning, failing to offer the She-Diddy reassurance she’d been joking.

So, what? Now you have a boyfriend, you think
I have to settle down too? Misery loves company, huh?
Oh, is that why you’re pissed we don’t hang out
anymore?
What the fuck does that mean?
Doesn’t getting fucked up all the time get
exhausting, Diddy? Don’t you want more? You were
twice the artist I was. How am I getting a gallery show
before you?
She-Diddy’s eyes go wide, arms crossed then
unfolded upon recognizing her mother’s mannerisms.
Well, if I had a boyfriend who bought me a gallery wall,
I could have a show, too.
Feminem’s eyes soften, mouth falling, anger too
exhausted to overwrite disappointment. Bought me a
wall?
That’s why you chose Andrew, right? His connections?
Feminem sneers, vicious words bitten down
on then traded for a simple truth: You’d have to stop
getting wasted and fucking losers long enough to paint
something first.
She-Diddy opens her mouth to provide a defence that never comes, feeling dizzy and claustrophobic. She shakes her head, pounds her drink, pushing
away from the bar, stomping and weaving through the
drunken masses to step out for a cigarette, ignoring
Feminem’s pleas for her to come back, and the angry
words she wants to say in response.
She steps through the back door, the patio covered in half melted snow, lit by street lights. The club
across the street cluttered at its front with patrons in
party dresses and tailored suits, failing to hail occupied
cabs, hunching under their coats. She-Diddy pulls her
hoodie high, lighting a cigarette. She tilts her head back
and exhales, unable to distinguish smoke from cool
breath.
She-Diddy hadn’t lost her virginity until she
was twenty-three, holding onto her mother’s fairy-tale
ideals.
Dumped by the college boyfriend she’d waited
for, fuelled by too many tequila shots, an emergency
night out with girlfriends was called, and it was decided
She-Diddy had waited too long for The One. She lost
her virginity to a nightclub doorman, knees buried in a
snowbank, drunk and stoned, hands turning blue, nau-

“So, what? Now you have a
boyfriend, you think I have
to settle down too? Misery
loves company, huh?”
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sea moving in tandem with each rhythmic push from
behind, hands gripping her hips, low voice grunting.
She thinks about this night often, never able to
recall his face. She recalls only the piece she’d produced when she’d returned home, manic endorphin
driven energy inspiring her to paint until the sun came
up; the best work she’d ever produced.
First snow fall always feels like the start of a
movie, a voice says from behind her. Or maybe the end
of one… 		
She had seen him earlier, standing near the
dance floor. She had liked his hair and his blazer,
thought he was handsome.
How poetic, she says, turning from him, hearing
her words echo, sounding bitchy, sounding mean. I’m
sorry, she says. Shit mood. Not your fault.
Rough night? he suggests.
Sure, she says, thinking back on the last month
and the months leading up to it, the bitter-joy she felt in
the loneliness she shared with Feminem—meeting after
work for drinks, getting into trouble, hooking up with
cute boys—all actions foreplay to the hungover mornings that followed where they cuddled on the couch,
eating junk food, watching movies. It was how she’d
envisioned her mother’s ideal of marriage. She looks at
him, lingering in the doorway—obscenely tall, a square
jaw with soft features, hair styled high that isn’t sticky
with cheap product. A slight teeter to his stance, his
standards lowered with each drink, each shot taken.
So, you’re clearly out of my league. I guess
you figure I’d be lucky to go home with you and would
jump at the chance?
Wow, he says. His eyes widen, jaw dropped,
wordless, hands in the air pleading surrender. Just having a smoke. No one’s trying to fuck you.
Oh, so I’m not hot enough? Nobody wants to
fuck me?
That’s not—jesus—he spins around, looking for
someone to corroborate as witness, laughing in disbelief.
Whatever, she says, turning too quick and
catching herself on the railing, stomping out her smoke,
lighting another.
She turns to offer an apology as he steps inside,
not daring to offer another word she’d spin against him,
his discarded cigarette half smoked.
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She orders three doubles, two jags and her bill
for last call, leaning into Dennis, asking if his offer
was still on the table. He smiles like the fucking devil,
tucking a baggie into her palm.
Feminem hovers at the edge of the dance floor,
nodding, smiling sipping her drink, Andrew’s hands
animating a story or lecture.
Downstairs she finds a stall, peels the bag open.
She forces a pee to mask her snorting, sniffling. Time
slows down. She-Diddy speeds up.
She returns from the bathroom, tucking Dennis’s baggie back into his palm, pulling at her nose to
destroy any remaining white/blue residue—the fuel for
her peace-making conversation with Feminem. She finishes her gin and tonic and plucks her bill up from the
counter, a short stack of cash tucked beneath the empty.
She looks around the room, Feminem absent or
sheltered by the crowd, Hair and Blazer turning back to
his friends, pretending he hadn’t been watching her.
The owner emerges with a smile from the back
room, pouring shots and shaking hands with the regulars. At 2:46 am those on a first name basis with the
staff or the owner will be nudged toward the windowless back-room, a long curtain drawn against the front,
and they’ll wait, quiet and patient for the bar to reopen, ashtrays brought out, the music to start up again;
staff crossing the bar to join the party, carrying on until
the dawn’s light crowds the dark curtain’s edge.
A final round of shots before them, Dennis
turns, head swaying. He raises his glass to She-Diddy.
Where’s Feminem? she asks, drinking her shot.
Dennis shrugs. Left with her boyfriend. I like
him. Seems like he’s a good influence on her.
She-Diddy moves through the room, packed at
last call, dismissing hugs from regulars and acquaintances. She moves toward the door where she sees
Feminem outside, climbing into an Uber, laughing as
she falls into Andrew’s lap.
She-Diddy watches until their car pulls from
view, inching along Queen, vanishing into the snow’s
haze and streetlights and drunk partiers stumbling into
traffic, middle fingers flagged at honked horns.
She heads back toward the bar, bouncers tapping shoulders, warning of closing time.
She notices the guy from earlier, the blazer, the
hair, a doorman inching toward him and his friends,
gathering half-finished drinks, explaining liquor laws,

armed with dominance to combat anyone who might
argue or plead for a last sip. To choice regulars, he gestures to the back room.
She-Diddy finds her way to Hair and Blazer’s
side, not wanting to see him expelled. Hey, she says,
grabbing him by the elbow. I’m going out for a smoke.
Wanna join?
She starts to move toward the back exit, but his
stature remains. He shakes his head slow; the gentle
discipline of a man warning a dog from the dinner table.

your voice for.
Not even her.
She pulls her bag to her shoulder and stands
and pushes her half-finished G&T across the bar,
nervous for the nights in coming when she’ll resist the
urge to distract herself with cheap drinks and cheaper
company. She needs quiet; needs rest.
Not tonight, she says, thinking she can do
better, she should do better, that she’ll wake tomorrow
alone; the dawn carrying promise over regret.

Look, I’m not desperate enough to get involved
in your…whatever this is.
She steps back, eyeing him. Hands in his pockets, his disposition reflecting the bouncer’s, indifferent
and unswayed.
You think you’re too good for me?
He shrugs, turning back to his friends, resuming
his interrupted conversation.
In the weeks and months before Andrew, Feminem had started taking better care of herself, eating
better, denying invitations out to stay in to draw, to
paint, to create. Suggestions they hit the gym together,
paint together, eat better together, rode shotgun next to
complaints about directionless hangovers. She-Diddy
dismissing or ignoring all, inspiring Feminem less and
less to put these ambitions off until tomorrow, where
they’d always be waiting.
Then along came Andrew, telling her what she
wanted to hear.
Remaining in the bar all but a dozen people are
left, sitting in the back, away from the windows.
Dennis saunters up to her, hooking an arm
around her waist. Wanna come upstairs? he asks, stumbling, swaying, his balance betraying the sobriety his
practiced diction suggests. 			
She knows every beat in their rehearsed play.
They’d stumble up to Dennis’ apartment, turn on some
music. He’d hunch over and cut up lines while She-Diddy rolled a joint, rehashing the same stories of getting
destroyed with celebrities during TIFF, boredom over
passion inspiring them to fuck—a short-cut to unearned
joy.
She should have run after Feminem; should
have apologized.
There was no One; no one was worth sacrificing
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Reading Between the Lines
and in Paula’s story, unraveling family secrets and sharing her story of
survival during her time in the Nova
Scotia Home for Coloured Children
with her sister Ave. Gunraj uses
inspiration and information from Mr.
Garnet Smith who provided her with

The Lost Sister
by Andrea Gunraj
Review by Kaylie Seed

C

anadian author Andrea Gunraj published her sophomore
novel The Lost Sister in September of 2019. Gunraj has written
a heartbreakingly beautiful coming-of-age story about Alisha and
her experiences before, during, and
after the disappearance of her older
sister Diana. During this time, Alisha
develops an unlikely friendship with
Paula, an older woman who faces
her own challenges with her own
sister. Gunraj weaves a number of
storylines: Alisha’s search to find out
what happened to her sister, Alisha
figuring out who she is as a person,

“The Lost Sister not
only takes the reader
down a dark path in
Canada’s history but
also points to the
continued prejudices
that immigrant
families face today.”
a glimpse into his life having lived in
the Nova Scotia Home for Coloured
Children for fourteen years.
Alisha’s parents are immigrants from Guyana who want
the best life possible for their two
daughters living in Toronto, Canada.
Alisha has lived in the shadow of
Diana’s successes. Always second
best, she never aspired to be better,
or something more, until Diana goes
missing. Paula’s story reveals her
written account of what happened
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to her and her sister in the Nova
Scotia Home for Coloured Children
while they were growing up in the
late 1930s and early 1940s. Paula
is willing to do anything and everything to protect her baby sister which
includes not always telling her the
truth. Alisha and Paula are a questionable pair and while Alisha seeks
to discover what happened to Diana
she also becomes entangled in Paula
and Ave’s story.
The Lost Sister not only takes
the reader down a dark path in Canada’s history but also points to the
continued prejudices that immigrant
families face today. While The Lost
Sister focuses on some seedier parts
in Canada’s history, The Lost Sister
also works its way into your heart as
Gunraj tells the tale of the bond that
sisters share. Gunraj knows how to
pull those strings tightly. It is not often that you see a story that focuses
on the relationship between sisters.
Gunraj has done an exquisite job creating that complex relationship that
sisters share and portraying it in two
very different storylines. Gunraj has
written a story that is both heartbreaking and heartwarming. As this
is Gunraj’s second novel, it would
be lovely to see more work from her
in the future. Andrea Gunraj is an
up-and-coming Canadian author that
readers should keep on their radar.

Moon of the Crusted Snow
by Waubgeshig Rice
Review by Kaylie Seed

I

ndigenous Canadian author
Waubgeshig Rice’s fifth novel,
Moon of the Crusted Snow was
first released in October of 2018.
This dystopian tale takes place in
a small, remote Anishinaabe community where one day things go
dark and don’t come back on. As
winter approaches, the community
must prepare for the long season
by hunting and awaiting supplies to
come up from the South. In Canada’s northern reserves, they are often
difficult to get to and require a plane
to fly in but in the winter time an ice
road is made so that deliveries can
be made. As the community awaits
winter’s harsh grasp, Evan Whitesky
finds that the community has been
completely shut off from the rest of
the world as internet, telephones, and
televisions stop working. As winter
approaches, it is up to the community to come together and collectively

help each other out until they are
able to figure out what is going on in
the world. As the story progresses,
eerie things begin happening in the
community as people begin showing
up seeking refuge from the chaos in
the South.
Rice uses beautifully haunting imagery to describe what is going on in the community as turmoil
ensues. The characters in Moon of
the Crusted Snow turn to traditional
Anishinaabe traditions to help them
try to survive this dystopian world
by coming together as a community
- which doesn’t always work. Rice
does an excellent job at portraying
what is likely to happen when a society runs low on supplies and people
get increasingly desperate: people
begin to die, supplies start to run
out, and people lose patience as their
internal instinct to survive kicks in.
Rice uses traditional Ojibwe
language throughout Moon of the
Crusted Snow as a beautiful way
to keep the language alive. When
Residential Schools were running in
Canada, a lot of Anishinaabe People
lost their traditional language and
traditions as Christianity was forced
upon them. Some Anishinaabe People were able to keep tradition and
their language alive in secret and are
slowly trying to reclaim who they
are through each generation thanks
to Elders and this is evident in Moon
of the Crusted Snow both in Rice’s
writing and through what the characters do and say. Not only will the
reader have the opportunity to read
an incredible story, but they will also
have the opportunity to learn something new if they are unfamiliar with
Anishinaabe culture, tradition, and
language.
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“Rice uses
beautifully
haunting
imagery to
describe what
is going on in
the community
as turmoil
ensues.”

in what is now a post-truth society.
Along with Faith, the reader learns
a great deal about Sans, an illicit
goods trader. As the story progresses Sans sanity denigrates leaving
him to wonder what is true and
what just might be a hallucination.
The reader also follows some secondary characters as they recount
parts of the plot. This is not always
common as there is usually one or

The Down Days
by Ilze Hugo
Review by Kaylie Seed

E

ntering into the world at
the perfect time, Ilze Hugo’s debut novel The Down
Days follows corpse collector
(and self-proclaimed “truthologist”) Faith as she tries to help
an orphaned girl locate her baby
brother. Hugo has created a cast
of quirky characters who are all
trying to survive in this new posttruth world. After a mysterious
illness that residents are calling
“the Laughter” sweeps the world,
Sick City is a place where laughing
is prohibited, masks are essential,
hair is underground currency, and
lip porn is all the rage. The Down
Days is heavily character driven,
extremely fast-paced and switches
between different narrators as the
story progresses, sometimes leaving the reader confused as to what
is happening but Hugo always
reins it back in and then continues
the plot forward. This apocalyptic
novel questions life, love, and loss

“The Down Days
focuses on themes that
we all deal with on a
daily basis: life, love,
and loss. What is so
different about The
Down Days is that
these themes are
surrounded by a new
type of world, one that
is in constant decay,
fear, and the
unpredictable”
two main characters who tell the
story, but Hugo takes in multiple
perspectives (even for just one
chapter) to help the reader understand what is going on as the story
progresses.
The Down Days focuses
on themes that we all deal with on
a daily basis: life, love, and loss.
What is so different about The
Down Days is that these themes
are surrounded by a new type
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of world, one that is in constant
decay, fear, and the unpredictable.
Hugo addresses these themes
by using various characters to
question and try to answer them
through conversations with other characters and the actions that
they take throughout the novel.
Hugo also includes themes like
trade, culture, and death that are
explored through this mysterious
illness. Hugo is South African
and she weaves in this culture and
language into her story. It’s absolutely wonderful to get to escape
to a different part of the world
while not leaving your house.
Hugo even includes a glossary at
the back of The Down Days so that
readers can educate themselves on
the language used throughout the
novel. Hugo’s story is one wild
trip that is fast paced and full of
questions surrounding humanity.
With COVID-19 still a huge issue
around the world (and one that
is bound to create waves in our
history book), Hugo’s story parallels perfectly with how the world is
today.
Readers who enjoy Stephen
King’s The Stand and Emily St.
John Mandel’s Station Eleven will
enjoy this quirky take on a worldwide pandemic.

In Conversation
In Conversation
with Andrea Gunraj
Author of The Lost Sister

By Kaylie Seed

Photo by Mango Studios

I

am so grateful that Nimbus Publishing sent me a
gifted Advanced Reader’s Copy version of your
sophomore novel The Lost Sister! I went into it
not knowing anything about the book and I ended
up falling in love with the story that you’ve woven.
If you wouldn’t mind, I have some questions to ask
you about The Lost Sister as well as your writing
process, and some personal questions about books in
general.

I’ve always enjoyed reading books about sibling relationships. There’s always lots of layers to explore
because siblings are often weird family-friend-caregiver hybrids to each other. In sister relationships,
it can be all the more complicated because your
sister might know what you’re like better than
anyone else, especially if you’ve grown up in the
same house and have seen many of the same things.
They’re more likely to poke a hole right through the
image you’ve built up for yourself and others. There
could be both a comforting closeness and an anxiety
in that dynamic—and that kind of tense juxtaposition is quite helpful for writing fiction.

Having two sisters of my own, it was wonderful
to see a story centred around the relationships
that sisters share between one another. Where
did you get the idea to focus your story on the
relationship between sisters? Do you think narratives with this foundation are universal and easy
for readers to connect and identify with?

The Lost Sister shifts between Alisha’s story and
Paula’s story throughout the novel. Whose voice
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“I also learned there needs to be more room to tell hidden stories about
racialized people in Canada. Things are changing in the industry, and
that is amazing. But I think the space for these stories is still too small”
was easier for you to create? What challenges did
each of these characters pose for you?

justice in a class action case. He was quite open
with me and others who wanted to learn more. He
felt that it was important for him to speak about it,
though he was very supportive of those who didn’t
want to talk about their traumatic experiences. I
always appreciated the way he made room for both.
Later, maybe after the publication of my first
novel, we started talking about writing about his
story in a fictionalized account. I can’t remember
if I brought it up first or if he suggested it to me.
He gave me a wealth of articles and documentation
about the home and the court case, so he made it so
easy to do research. All I had to do was interview
him, read the documentation, and look up secondary sources. He even connected me with people he
knew doing work on the case.
Garnet passed away before the book was
finished and got published. But it really does reflect
his efforts and his open storytelling, and I’m so
happy about that. Whatever is good about it comes
from his influence.

Alisha was definitely the easier voice to write. She’s
a lot like me. I remember my friend Garnet reading an early draft and calling me “Alisha” the next
day—it was so cute. That being said, Paula’s story
was the one that was more compelling to write,
mostly because it was a challenge. For Alisha, the
challenge was writing her honestly with all her immaturity and making it relatable, not annoying. For
Paula, the challenge was telling her childhood story
from a child’s perspective, even though she would
have written it in her older years.
In your acknowledgments you mention that Mr.
Garnet Smith was a huge inspiration for Paula’s
story in The Lost Sister. Can you share with us
and our readers a bit of his history and his influence on your story?
Garnet was a loving, caring person. We went to the
same church and lived in the same north Toronto
neighbourhood so I knew him my whole life, really. He was a dedicated community volunteer and
quite well-known and loved in the area. He was a
loving father and husband and honestly one of the
most giving people I knew. I always knew he had a
“tough childhood”—it was in my early twenties that
he shared that with me that he had been apprehended as a young child with some of his siblings and
made to live in the Nova Scotia Home for Coloured
Children. I was doing community-based violence
prevention work at the time, so I was interested in
learning more about the way institutions and policies impact children and families. He told me about
some of the difficult, scary, and unfair things he
went through, and how it affected his whole life. He
told me about how he joined a group of survivors
from the home who called for accountability and

What was the most surprising thing that you
learned while going through the process of creating and writing The Lost Sister?
This sounds silly, but I was surprised to learn just
how hard it is to write something well and that takes
a lot of tries—at least for me. I should’ve known
that; it seems so obvious! But I didn’t appreciate
it fully until this book. It took a lot out of me and
I know I’d have to believe in something deeply in
order to properly survive the novel writing process
again.
I also learned there needs to be more room
to tell hidden stories about racialized people in Canada. Things are changing in the industry, and that
is amazing. But I think the space for these stories is
still too small.
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Now that you have written and published two
novels, I have to ask, will there be another book
from you soon?
I’m exploring a new manuscript now. But it’s very
slow-going. We’ll see what happens!
Having been through the process of writing and
publishing more than one novel, what advice
would you give to aspiring authors?

“I’ve learned it the
hard way: don’t
give up, but don’t
be stubborn. That
means that you
should write and be
persistent about it
but do your homework and listen to
other opinions”

I’ve learned it the hard way: don’t give up, but don’t
be stubborn. That means that you should write and
be persistent about it but do your homework and
listen to other opinions. Take courses and learn how
better writers do it. When someone gives you feedback, don’t dismiss it or say they don’t understand
what you’re trying to do. At the same time, don’t
get too upset about critiques that aren’t constructive.
They won’t help you very much. All feedback isn’t
created equal and differences in tastes and perspectives about good writing are not always your problem. Finally, the traditional publishing industry is
tough and in flux, struggling to be relevant in a tidal
shift that is both cultural and economic in nature. So
getting into it is probably going to be a weird experience. Don’t get too thrown off by the weirdness,
and don’t let your expectations about “what should
happen” get the better of you.
What is your “must-read” book recommendation and what book has had the most impact and
influence on your writing?
How much time do you have? If you want to write
better, read The Anatomy of Story by John Truby
and The Art of Fiction by John Gardener. When it
comes to fiction, I feel I learn the most from books
that deeply integrate voice. There are so many books
that do it well but as of late I’ve learned so much
from Swing Time by Zadie Smith, The Purchase by
Linda Spalding, and The Brief Wondrous Life of
Oscar Wao by Junot Díaz. These are go-to books for
me. And I’m adding more to the list all the time.
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In Conversation
with Waubgeshig
Rice
Author of Moon of the
Crusted Snow
Photo by Sarah Rice
By Kaylie Seed
aub, I thoroughly enjoyed reading Moon of
the Crusted Snow and I’m really looking
forward to doing this interview with you
about this haunting dystopian novel as well as your
writing process!

W

I, personally, love a dystopian plot and Moon of the
Crusted Snow knocked it out of the park! Where
did you get the idea and inspiration to write Moon
of the Crusted Snow?
Thank you very much! I’m glad you enjoyed it. I’ve
been a big fan of dystopian and post-apocalyptic fiction since I was a teen, and when I started writing creatively, I made a goal of one day trying to write a story
like that from an Indigenous perspective. The main influence, though, was the big blackout of August 2003
that impacted a big part of eastern North America. I
was living in Toronto at the time, but that day I happened to be back in my home community of Wasauksing (which is about two hours north of Toronto)
visiting family. When we learned it was a widespread
and very serious outage, my two younger brothers

and I started making survival plans. We thought about
the people in our community we could partner with to
make sure everyone was fed and safe. It seemed like a
natural response for us, and it was actually very comforting to be there in a time of potential crisis. When I
started dreaming up Moon of the Crusted Snow, I often
recalled those days and how as Anishinaabeg, we had
a very different response to a potentially world-ending
moment compared to a lot of the dystopian books I’d
read throughout my life. Also, I was very aware of the
apocalypse my people already survived by being colonized and displaced. So all those factors came together
quite organically for me.
The central setting for Moon of the Crusted Snow is
a Northern Reserve in Canada. Can you tell our
readers more about the setting and its importance
in your novel?
It’s a fictional First Nation in far northern Ontario,
about 300 km north of the northernmost fictional city.
I wanted to make it more of a remote place to create
space between the people who live there and those in
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the south to slowly build tension as the world-ending
event - a power and communications blackout - unfolds. The people who live there were displaced from
their original homelands closer to the Great Lakes by
the federal government. They have a close connection
to the land, and live mostly according to traditional
land-based teachings. But it’s a community in transition because of new infrastructure like a road connection to the south, a hydroelectric dam, and more
reliable cell and internet service. As a result, some
residents are becoming a little detached from the land
as this crisis strikes. The ones who cope best are those
who can still find sustenance in the land. That’s one of
the key themes in the story.

“Get that story done
and get it out into
the world. Don’t be
afraid to reach out
to authors for
advice on getting
published, or
writing tips.
And read as much
as you can.”

Evan Whitesky is incredibly smart and resourceful.
Where did your inspiration for Evan come from?
Evan is based on the everyday people in reserves
everywhere who are doing good things for their communities. I think the majority of people living in First
Nations are like him. They’re resourceful, family-oriented, and dedicated to their nations. He’s a bit of an
amalgam of some friends and relatives from Wasauksing. I’m inspired every day by the people back home
who work hard to keep the community running in
a good way. The pandemic has really brought those
communal efforts into focus. A lot of people came together to ensure everyone stayed safe and healthy. I’m
really inspired by them, and I’m proud of what they
do for all of us. I often call Evan a “Rez everyman”
because people like him help bust stereotypes about
Indigenous people.
You incorporated Anishinaabe language and tradition into your novel. Was this something you
learned as a child or was it something that you had
to do some research on while writing Moon on the
Crusted Snow?
I was fortunate to grow up in my community during a
time in the 1980s when a lot of people were reconnecting with Anishinaabe traditions. So I took part in ceremonies and customs from a very young age. I learned
how to sing at the big drum and dance in powwows.
What drew me most to my culture, though, were the
stories. I was eager to learn about my heritage through
the stories the elders told, whether they were about
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our history or fun trickster tales. I know some Anishinaabemowin (the language), but I’m nowhere close to
being a fluent speaker. But the dialogue and words in
the book are the extent of my knowledge. Fortunately
one of my brothers is nearly fluent, so I consulted with
him to ensure I had some phrases right. Otherwise
I didn’t have to do too much research regarding the
Anishinaabe cultural elements.

advice on getting published, or writing tips. And read
as much as you can. I went to school for journalism
and didn’t have a whole lot of knowledge of the publishing industry when I decided I wanted to pursue a
fiction career. But I knew I had to get a book-length
project written before I started showing it around. So
I put some short stories together that I’d written when
I was younger, which eventually became my first
book, Midnight Sweatlodge. I applied for an emerging writers grant through the Canada Council for the
Arts to get that done. By then, I’d been able to make
contact with other Indigenous writers who had great
advice on how to get published. But getting back to
my first point, keep writing!

What was the most surprising thing that you
learned while going through the process of creating
and writing Moon of the Crusted Snow?
The most eyeopening part of the whole process was
learning how to pace a story like this. I worked with a
wonderful editor at ECW Press named Susan Renouf
who really helped guide me through streamlining the
narrative to make it develop in an effective and interesting way. It was the first time I really tried writing
something in this genre, so I really appreciated Susan’s
guidance. We ended up cutting a lot of excess from the
front end of the story to better build the tension. She
also really encouraged me to bolster the Anishinaabe
elements, especially the language. You often hear
horror stories of Indigenous authors having to scrub or
whitewash culture in their stories to make them more
palatable to non-Indigenous readers. By my experience with Susan was quite the opposite. She empowered me to highlight these elements proudly.

What is your “must-read” book recommendation
and what book has had the most impact and influence on your writing?
I have two “must-read” recommendations: Monkey
Beach by Eden Robinson and Green Grass, Running
Water by Thomas King. Both were very influential on
my writing. It’s hard to narrow down just one book
that has had the most impact on me. But for Moon
of the Crusted Snow, it was definitely The Road by
Cormac McCarthy.

Do you currently have a new novel in the works? If
so, can you tell us a little about it?
I’m writing a sequel to Moon of the Crusted Snow!
I’ve been commissioned by Penguin Random House
Canada to develop the next part of this story. I hope to
have a first draft done in about a year. I can’t give too
much away, but the novel will pick up about a decade
after the end of the first one, and will follow the characters as they journey south to see what’s left of the
world. I’m really excited to revisit these characters!
Since you’ve published a couple of books, what advice would you give to aspiring authors in regards
to writing and publishing?
Write away! Get that story done and get it out into
the world. Don’t be afraid to reach out to authors for
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In Conversation
with Ilze Hugo
Author of The Down Days
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By Kaylie Seed
he Down Days parallels the current
worldwide outbreak of COVID-19. What
emotions did you experience during this
time given that your debut novel is also about a
pandemic?

of magical thinking made me really relate to Faith (one
of my main characters) in a way that I hadn’t thought
possible before. Because of her urge/compulsion to see
patterns in random data and the need to connect the
data in some way, to make things fit, I’d always seen
her, as a character, as very unlike me. But on closer
retrospection, I believe I do have Faith-like tendencies.
I think we all do. I think humans have an inherent need
to make sense of things and put disparate things together, to find patterns in life, to find meaning, and sometimes the things/facts we put together in our search
for order/sense don’t end up fitting like we think they
ought to. And so, conspiracy theories are born…

It was a very surreal experience to have this world, in
which I’d been living in my head for quite a few years,
partly come to life. In the beginning I kept catching
myself noting and filing away small details, like how
your glasses fog up when wearing a mask, and berating myself for not putting them in the book. Or getting
chills when I experienced things that I had dreamt up
in the novel play out in real life. The first time I had
to drive through an army roadblock really spooked
me, and for a moment, the parallels between real life
and my imagined world seemed just a little too close
for comfort. There were also one or two moments of
completely irrational guilt, a part of my over-active
imagination telling/asking whether my dreaming up
this reality had in some way willed it into existence. I
consider myself quite a rational person, but this kind

Where did your inspiration come from to write The
Down Days and what kind of research did you need
to complete for this novel?
The first seed of an idea was sown when I visited a
medical museum in Cape Town that had a display on
the history of disease and the relationship between disease and culture. The exhibition set my brain on a path
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that would eventually, after quite a few years, become
the starting point for The Down Days. I read a lot on
the history of disease, particularly how disease shaped
culture and societies as well as how various diseases shaped the landscape of Cape Town. The work of
South African historian, Dr. Howard Phillips, was
particularly useful to me.  I also read up on the history
of Cape Town and the history of slavery and colonialism in the city, as well as books about everything from
the nature of truth to why we hallucinate. I read other
pandemic novels. I read news articles about the Ebola
epidemic which was happening in West Africa. I also
read up on various other topics that I touch on in the
novel – Venezuelan data dealers, Nigerian hyena men,
digital sangomas, amakhosi possession, the South African occult police, how and why fake news spreads,
conspiracy theories and why people believe them,
etcetera.
The Down Days is a heavily character-driven
story. Why did you decide to tell this story through
multiple narrators? Specifically, Faith and Sans
seem to be the main characters. Where did your
inspiration come from for their voices?
It was very important to me to have multiple narrators for this story. One of the main themes I wanted
to explore with the novel was the impact of disease/
epidemics on culture.  I wanted to focus on how what
is happening in this city is a kind of microcosm of the
problems/ailments that existed in the larger society
before the epidemic and how an epidemic manages
to magnify these issues.  Another theme is how different people react to the same situation and how the
different characters interpret and understand the same
situation. I’ve always been interested in how something that seems to be a fact to me can be interpreted
as fiction by someone else. For example, how something that seems black and white to me, such as the
benefits of vaccination and the science behind it, can
be interpreted so differently by someone else. Using
multiple narrators was a way for me to look at the
same situation from different angles, without being
judgemental. It was a way for me to get a grip on how
people can look at the same set of facts and interpret
them so differently. And then, of course, the effect that
this has on the spread of misinformation, particularly
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during times of crisis. Linked to this is the idea of how
history is shaped by those who have the most power
and therefore the loudest voice. I think in a sense the
two main characters in the novel, Sans and Faith, are
two different parts of my own personality. But they
are also their own people entirely. Sans appeals to
my more science-minded, fact-based, rational, and
somewhat pessimistic side, while Faith is more of a
humanist, more of an optimist who believes (or tries
to believe) in the goodness of people.   She does hold
some dodgy beliefs at the beginning of the novel and is
drawn to conspiracy theories, but I think if you are living through a crisis situation in which it feels like there
aren’t any clear-cut answers and your government isn’t
open and clear in its communication and has essentially
abandoned you, it is natural for people to grasp onto
conspiracy theories and alternate facts. We have seen
it during the Covid-19 crisis and in every epidemic
throughout history. Pandemics are the perfect breeding
ground for conspiracy theories. When people feel at a
loss for answers they will grab at all sorts of straws.

Don’t give up. I know, it sounds cheesy, but that really
is the hardest part of writing a novel and getting it
published. Also: don’t believe people who tell you that
being a writer is an impossible dream. Don’t be afraid
of rejection. It’s part and parcel of the job. Don’t give
up when you receive 1, 5, 10 or even a 100 rejections.
Being a writer is more about perseverance and having
a thick skin than anything else. Never take criticism
personally, see it as an opportunity to learn and grow
and look at your work from a different angle. Read!
Widely! Read, read and read some more. And then
some. Writing is ninety percent editing/re-writing. I
think a lot of first time writers fail to get published,
because they send out their work too soon.
What is your “must-read” book recommendation
and what book has had the most impact and influence on your writing?
Some fantastic books have been coming out of Southern Africa lately. Some that I can recommend are:
Triangulum by Msande Ntshanga, Intruders by Mohale Mashigo, The Theory of Flight by Siphiwe Gloria
Ndlovu, Apocalypse Now Now by Charlie Human, The
Zulus of New York by Zakes Mda.

What was the most surprising thing that you
learned while going through the process of creating
and writing The Down Days?
I guess the most surprising part for me was just the fact
that I had managed to write a novel until the very end
and managed to get an amazing agent and an amazing
editor who connected with the book and were willing
to take me on and publish it. Or the idea that there are
people out there in the real world who are reading the
book and connecting to it in some way, however small.
When a reader reaches out to me through Instagram or
Twitter to say that they connected to the story in some
way it’s an absolute delight every single time. Now I
just have to figure out how to do it again.
With such a wonderful debut novel, I have to ask,
will there be another book from you soon?
I am about 30 000 words into a second novel that I’m
hoping to finish by the end of this year. Wish me luck.
Now that you’ve come to the end of this process of
publishing your first novel, what advice would you
give to aspiring authors?
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It’s tough to say what book has had the most impact
on my writing. I read quite widely in different genres
and I think everything I read has an impact in some
way. I think The English Patient by Michael Ondaatjie
is one book that really inspired me to be a writer.  The
book is not only a joy to read and an old fashioned
adventure, but it’s packed with layers of meaning and
has so much to uncover. It is a bit like a puzzle inside
a puzzle and you get more out of it from every read.
Another author who does this is David Mitchell. I
loved Ghostwritten especially. And how there are so
many Easter eggs and hidden connections and layers
of meaning to uncover that the book feels a bit like a
scavenger hunt and a great story rolled into one. I also
love books that are a mash up of literary and genre fiction, providing both an enjoyable read and lots to learn
and ponder on. And children’s books for their pure,
unadulterated magic: His Dark Materials by Phillip
Pullman is amazing. And also anything that’s just a
crazy, absurd, and unusual. Fun, literary roller coaster
rides like the Library at Mount Char by Scot Hawkins
or Sister Mine by Nalo Hopkinson.
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The Best Canadian Books
of 2020 (So Far)

020 has proven to be a year that will be infamous in our history books. While the outside world
has become something that resembles the beginning of a dystopian novel, the books I’ve chosen
to read this year have been an excellent way to escape (and learn about) this new world. I’ve
done some digging and have put together a list of the best Canadian books of 2020 so far in the following genres: fiction, children’s lit/YA, creative nonfiction, and poetry. From debut novels to seasoned
authors, you’re sure to find your next read among this incredibly diverse list of books.

Compiled by Kaylie Seed

Fiction

The Subtweet by Vivek Shraya
Falling in and out of love is a topic that is written
about regularly. Vivek Shraya looks beyond romantic
encounters and focuses on the theme of a budding
friendship, the twists and turns within it, and the
demise of that same friendship. Shraya also takes a
look at the music industry and how POC, particularly
women, are impacted by it.

W

hen I was
choosing
which fiction
novels to
include in the
best of 2020 so
far I focused on
the themes that
were present in
their stories.

Woman on the Edge by Samantha M. Bailey
What would you do if a woman gave you her baby
and then jumped to her death? Morgan Kincaid’s life
drastically changed the day a baby was thrust into her
arms right before witnessing the woman take this leap.
What follows is the story of Morgan trying to figure out who this woman was, why she gave Morgan
her baby, and why she jumped to her death. Samantha Bailey’s debut thriller discusses themes such as
postpartum depression, birth, mental illness, and the
pressures that working mothers feel while also feeling
alone with a newborn baby.
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The Birth Yard by Mallory Tater
Mallory Tater’s debut novel The Birth Yard is a dystopian novel about a cult that lives among society today.
Sable is an eighteen year old who is now of age to
have a baby and start a family - but these are not normal circumstances. Tater has written a brilliant novel
with themes such as birth control, women’s rights,
and contraceptive rights. Tater takes womanhood, the
government, and the female body and creates a coming-of-age story that will have you questioning what
kind of rights you have right now.

Mysterious Dreams of the Dead by Terry Watada
Terry Watada uses his novel Mysterious Dreams of
the Dead to explore themes surrounding intergenerational trauma caused by Japanese Internment Camps
that were present in Canada during WWII. After
Mike Shintani’s father passes away in a mysterious
plane crash, Mike uncovers secrets from his father’s
past that just might help solve what happened to him.
Watada takes elements from a Japanese ghost story
called kwaidan, magic realism, and Buddhism to help
tell this fascinating story.

The Last High by Daniel Kalla
In Daniel Kalla’s The Last High he explores the real
life opioid crisis that is sweeping across Canada and
becoming a worsening epidemic as time goes on. At
the heart of this story, Dr. Julie Rees is on a mission to
find out the supplier of fentanyl that caused a series of
overdoses at her hospital. This riveting novel takes a
look at one of the worst drug epidemics to hit Canada,
particularly Vancouver, British Columbia. This thriller
takes a look at greed, addiction, and crime surrounding this devastating epidemic. While it may be an
uncomfortable topic to some readers, this novel sheds
light on an issue that needs to be addressed in Canada.
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W

hile setting,
character,
plot, and
writing style
do play a role
in why I chose
these novels, it
ultimately came
down to the
themes that they
possess and the
importance of
those themes
in 2020.

Children’s Lit/YA
Violet Shrink by Christine Baldacchino, Illustrated by
Carmen Mok
For readers aged 3-7, Christine Baldacchino has written
an adorable children’s book meant to teach children that
being introverted and having feelings of social anxiety
is completely normal. Violet works up the courage to tell
her father that she doesn’t enjoy parties and together she
and her father come up with a solution that will work
for everyone. Baldacchino’s story along with illustrator
Carmen Mok who has created beautiful illustrations that
capture Violet’s personality and imagination have made a
book that is bound to be a delight to readers.

C

hildren’s
literature
and Young Adult
books are not
just for young
minds. Parents
and adults alike
find meaning
behind these
touching stories.

Story Boat by Kyo Maclear, Illustrated by Rashin Kheiriyeh
For readers aged 3-7, Kyo Maclear has written a children’s story that touches on the topic of refugees and
what happens when children have to flee their home.
This touching children’s story takes small everyday
items and turns them into a wonderful world of imagination for children who have had to flee their homes (and
all they know) so that they can finally feel safe. This story is also a great way to introduce the topic of refugees to
children as Canada welcomes refugees with open arms.
Rashin Kheiriyeh’s adorable illustrations help bring this
story to life and also keep it lighthearted for a topic that
can be heavy.
Kits, Cubs, and Calves: An Arctic Summer by Suzie
Napayok-Short, Illustrated by Tamara Campeau
For readers aged 5-7, Suzie Napayok-Short has put
together a lovely children’s story that focuses on family connection, the connection that we have to wildlife,
and how important it is to take care of the environment
around us. Akuluk and her trusty toy polar bear learn
about all of the wildlife that live in the arctic including
how they take care of their young. Along with Tamara
Campeau’s illustrations, this children’s book is a perfect
way to learn about Canada’s North.
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Messenger 93 by Barbara Radecki
For readers aged 14 and up, Barbara Radecki has
created a mysterious story about M who hears an ominous message from a group of crows that leads M on a
quest to save lives. Along the way, M meets up with a
Cree boy named Gray and the two of them embark on
a journey through the city and head into the northern
woods. Together, Gray and M are on a mission to save
lives and in the process become friends.

The Girl of Hawthorn and Glass by Adan Jerreat-Poole
For readers aged 15 and up, Adan Jerreat-Poole has
created a thrilling fantasy world where main character Eli beings to question everything that she’s ever
known. Eli was made to destroy ghosts in the human
world and as she grows up she starts to look at things
differently and wonders if her tyrant witch-mother
has really told her the truth about these two worlds.
This coming-of-age story will have young readers
empathizing with Eli as she questions herself, her life,
and her witch-mother while also being immersed in a
unique fantasy world.
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W

hile they are
written for
younger readers,
adults can enjoy
the topics that
are discussed
and appreciate
the effort that
goes into
creating something for our
children and
young adults.

Creative Nonfiction
The Skin We’re In: A Year of Black Resistance and
Power by Desmond Cole
This powerful novel was designed to wake up readers
to the unjust and racist views that are held in Canada - something that Canadians are not always keen to
admit. Desmond Cole’s debut novel The Skin We’re
In documents racism in Canada throughout the year
2017 - only one year in an incredibly long line of racism in Canada. Cole’s novel is an excellent addition
to anti-racist reading lists and was debuted in a year
when it was needed more than ever.

E

ach of the
books that
I chose for the
best creative
nonfiction reads
of 2020 so far
are all incredibly powerful.

Disfigured: On Fairy Tales, Disability, and Making
Space by Amanda LeDuc
In this creative nonfiction piece, Amanda LeDuc takes
a look at fairy tales throughout the ages. She discusses the impact of these fairy tales and how they shape
our expectations as we grow up along with our views
towards disability. All abilities should be celebrated
and within fairy tales that is far from the truth. What
happens when a young child identifies more with the
Beast than the Beauty? LeDuc wants to make it clear
that we need stories that truly celebrate differences
and how we need to advocate more for disability
rights.
Shame on Me: An Anatomy of Race and Belonging
by Tessa McWatt
Tessa McWatt uses her book Shame on Me to explore
her own identity and family history. She has grown up
confused about who she is while also dealing with not
fitting in with various ethnicities. Through her book,
McWatt uncovers her family lineage while also tackling racism in Canada. Anyone who has felt like they
don’t belong can relate to McWatt’s novel while also
educating themselves on the racism that is rampant in
Canada.
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NISHGA by Jordan Abel
Exploring intergenerational trauma through his own
experiences, intergenerational survivor of residential
schools Jordan Abel has written NISHGA to address
the residential school system that created a ripple
effect in the lives (and lives to come) of Indigenous
Canadians. Abel confronts the difficult truth that both
Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples are affected
by colonialism. He also explores the history of colonial violence that seems to be swept under the rug
rather than addressed in Canada.

Where Things Touch: A Meditation on Beauty by
Bahar Orang
Bahar Orang is fascinated by beauty and what that
means to us as humans. In this eloquently written
essay, Orang explores topics such as intimacy, queerness, home, memory, and love as she paints picture
after picture for readers to explore their own understanding of what beauty is. Orang’s work is meant to
challenge the reader to look deeper into themselves
and the world around them while looking through the
lens of beauty.
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T

he point
of these
chosen books is
to step outside
our comfort
zones and learn
something new
while doing our
best to put ourselves in someone else’s shoes.

Poetry
Burning Province by Michael Prior
Michael Prior’s Burning Province focuses on the
wildfires that burned throughout British Columbia
in both 2015 and 2017. Using topics such as cultural
trauma, Prior has created a collection of poetry that
speaks as an elegy to what was lost in those fires.
Prior also makes a point to talk about the beauty of all
nature even that which threatens to destroy us.

P

oetry is
something
that is always
open for
interpretation
and because of
that it is has the
ability to mean
something
different to each
reader.

The Outer Wards by Sadiqa de Meijer
Taking a look at childrearing through a crisis, Sadiqa
de Meijer’s writing will ring true to parents who are
bringing up their children during the COVID-19 pandemic. While the pandemic is not what Meijer’s The
Outer Wards focuses on, it is a collection of poetry
that many mother’s will be able to relate to. Meijer’s
collection of poetry looks at maternal love, the duty
that mothers have, and questions all of those things
that many are afraid to.
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day/break by Gwen Benaway
Gwen Benaway’s fourth collection of poetry day/
break focuses on the transfeminine body and what it
means to be a trans woman. Benaway looks at how
the themes of gender, sexuality, and love cross paths
with violence and transphobia. day/break allows
readers to glimpse into trans life and read about Benaway’s experiences with body, self, and sex through
poetry.

Junebat by John Elizabeth Stintzi
John Elizabeth Stinzi’s debut poetry collection Junebat explores gender and coming to terms with their
own gender identity. Stinzi’s work is powerful and is
eye-opening to those who aren’t entirely sure what
it means to be non-binary. Junebat takes the idea of
identity and squashes it to show the reader that ultimately they can be whoever they are, whoever they
want to be, and that coming to terms with who they
are will lead them to greater fulfillment.

Bones by Tyler Pennock
Tyler Pennock’s debut poetry collection Bones focuses on the impact of trauma in our lives and how
too often we allow negativity to take over our lives.
Pennock explores this topic while also discussing
what it means to be a Two-Spirited Indigenous man
and intertwines the two to create a heart wrenching
collection of poetry. These poems are meant to inspire
hope within us all.
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P

oetry can
have one
or many themes
run throughout a collection
and things like
grammar can be
thrown
entirely out
the window.
Poetry, in my
humble opinion,
is the ultimate
form of
expression
when it comes
to writing.
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t should come as no surprise that Cloud Lake Literary publishes literary
writing. However, we also believe that typically commercial stories and
themes can be well-written and developed and so we welcome all submissions for consideration. We are looking for outstanding writing, surprising and
special stories, and passionate writers.
We accept unsolicited submissions for publication in our digital magazine from
Canadian writers in the following categories: fiction, creative nonfiction, poetry,
and children’s literature (up to and including YA). We also accept unsolicited
submissions from Canadian artists reflecting images of their visual art in any
and all mediums. Submissions are accepted year-round.
Reading Period:
•
•

Submissions received between January 1st and June 30th will be considered
for our Fall volume (September publication).
Submissions received between July 1st and December 31st will be considered for our Spring volume (March publication).

Response time is up to 7 months: the duration of the reading period and one
month following. Ie. those submissions chosen for publication will be notified
by July 31st if they have submitted during our Fall Volume reading period.
Please note that we do not provide feedback or commentary on your submission.
We only accept online submissions. This enables our team to work from across
Ontario in a collaborative environment. Submissions (including both your entry
and your cover letter) are to be emailed to contact@cloudlakeliterary.ca
We support Canadian writers, artists, and creatives and publish their work. We
welcome all persons: those of all ages, creeds, political affiliations, of all races,
of all genders, those with disabilities, and those within the LGBTQIA+ community.
For more information on the specific requirements for Fiction, Creative Nonfiction, Poetry, Children’s Literature (up to and including YA), and Visual Art, as
well as our rates of pay please visit cloudlakeliterary.ca/submit
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If you loved Volume One and would like to
receive future volumes, please subscribe

2021 Subscription
What you get:
Volume Two: March 2021 publication
Volume Three: September 2021 publication
Special Pricing until October 31st, 2020 ($20 as of November 1st)
$15 CAD (TOTAL AND TAX-FREE)
Click the button below to subscribe

Your magazines will be emailed to the address linked to your paypal
account. Please email contact@cloudlakeliterary.ca if you would like to
change the email address receiving your subscription.
This small purchase allows us to continue to operate a volunteer-run
magazine while paying and supporting writers and artists across Canada.
Thank you for supporting the arts!
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Find your next read. Share your next story.

